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{EOURITY Money
u

the first and most importconsideration for investors

jit

If placed at interest. Let your
money work for you. The old
established

PROFIT
u

Hancock

In

«i,e next consideration.

department we pay
On depoeits sabcheck we pay 2* per

our savings
a vet ceut.

ieItto

on

ant.

balances of WOO

Works

Bank

0^rer;

modern ba&kiDg faeUltr may be found at oor
mw rooms, 28 Main Street,
EDa worth.
Deposit Box— for

during the thirty-fire yean of
its existence, has paidseventy
dividends. Surplus and earnings over lOper cent of deposits

■-M ||Nt0Ck party $i*p B*K

ife

jurrill National Bank.

STATE ST., ELLSWORTH, ME.

We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

Then will be a dance at Gerry’s casino,
Ellsworth Falls, Saturday night.
Stetson Foster and son Louis spent •
few daya the past week in Ellsworth.

We will certify the titlK
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write

us

and we will call

on

Walter J. Clark and wife hare jnet returned from a ten daye’ visit in Gardiner.

you immediately

Elmer Smith has entered a bnaineas
at Portland for a commercial

college

coarse.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

Mrs. John P. Eidridge is in Dexter,
called there by the death ot an annt, Mrs.
Ann Cushman.

Pint National Bank Bldg.,
’Mam stbbbt,
Ellswobth. Ms.

FOR

Monaghan’s dancing school will have
its first extra of the reason at Society ball
Friday evening.
Ida M. Higgins, who has been employed
in Portsmouth, N. H., the past summer,

SALE

ann feet of land situate on south side anil at foot of Sea street. Northeast Harbor.
Maine. This lot of land la on the shore and title given to low«vrater mark.
Farm with buildings In good repair. Acres Hue shorefrroperly, EastfBluehlUJMe.
Apply to C. W. A F. L. Mason.

0. W. TAPLKY,

Real

is at home for the winter.

The P. N. E. dub—a recently organised
bridge whist dnb—will meet with Miss
Bernice Giles this evening.
Insurance,
Rev. Gideon Msyo, who has spent the
summer st Winter Harbor, baa returned

and

Eatato

HAS FOR SALE

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

to

Ellsworth for the winter.

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

Frank L. Heath was in Bar Harbor Monday end Tuesday on business.

Benjamin Haddocks is visiting relatives
in Howland.

John B. Nevils, of Bar Harbor, has been
tor sveral days with friends.

Rodolpirns Ladd and wife will occupy.
the Frank McGown house the coming
winter.

here

Misses fladie and Mary Jordan, of Waltham, visited relatives here last week.
Mrs. N. A. Mitchell, who has been ia'
Fred Moore and family were in Eden New Haven, Conn., the past two weeks,
last week, guests of Mrs. Moores brother. returned home Friday.
Thomas Orindell, of Bath, came Tues- , Roy Sweeney, who ia attending tbs
day,called here by the death of his father, JCmtlne normal ecbool, spent Sunday with
E. P. Orindell.
his parents, C. W. Sweeney and mile.
E. A. Lowell and wife were here over
A. M. McOown and family, of North
Sunday, guests of Mrs. Lowell’s mother Bangor, spent Saturday and Sunday with
Mrs. Salens Lord.
Mr. McGown’s sister, Mrs. Fred Starkey.
Beuben F. Bemick and wife have reHarry E. Maddocks has gone to Portland
turned from Bar Harbor, where they have where he will enter Shaw boaioesa collage
been for two weeks.
for a four months’coarse of study. Mr. *■
/
/
Ira B. Hagan is engaged in ikying out Maddocks ia one of oar exemplary young
the new road which the government is men and will be greatly miaeed, especially
about to build at the Green Lake hatchery. in tbe Sunday ecbool, where for the past
Mrs. Helen Thomas, of Eden, returned two years he has fsithfally served as buhome Saturday, altar visiting ham for two perintendent. He baa the bast wishes of
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Edward P. boats of friends for suocees In hia school
*

■'

County Savings

or

when he leaned the blaekamith’a trade
tilth Silas Saunders. When a young man,
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK. about forty-four years ago, he moved to
Massachusetts. He was a poor boy then,
Sullivan Harbor Water Co—Annual meeting.
bat by diligent effort and strict attention to
Jorepb M Bray—Notice of foreclosure.
Prohate notice—Petition to aell real estate. business he now occupies a prominent
J H Bresnahnn—House to rent.
place in the business world, and worth a
Lost—Umbrella.
fortune estimated at half a million dollars.
Roy C Haines-Red tag sale.
—Exhibition sale.
He has been strongly identified with tbe
Stan wood—Photographer.
The Edward E Daumiers Co—Opticians.
improvement of reel estate in bis city. He
The Bijou.
haa always been a. republican, and has
Blitehill, Me:
served with distinction in the MassachuEdward E Chase—Notice.
setts legislature. He was a delegate to
Desk Ible:
tbe republican national convention four
Eastern Teachers' agency.
yean ago.
SCHEDULE OF HAILS.
Tbe Helpaomebow society bad an enjoyAT ELLSWOATB FOaTOPFICg.
abla meeting at tbe nome of ite treasurer,
In effect Oct. IS, 1908.
Miss Winnie Southards, on East Maple
MAIU AECBIVED.
street, last evening. Games were played
"F*«u Wsst—7.H a m: 4 ® and MS p m.
and oontests that were puzzlers amused
Fbom Baar—11.07 a m; 17.06. EH and 10 A* p m. the gathering. The refreshments of wafers said cocoa were delicious. Two new
■AIL c losas at roeromes.
members were added, and after a sing, tbe
Homo West—10.45, u jo a m; SJO and • p m.
Qoikh East—A JO a m; o and SJS p m.
society adjourned to meet with Mn. Rodv
No Sunday mall.
ney Higgins on the second Tuesday in
November.
Dr. J. H. Fatten, ol Amherst, was in
Bay. P. A. Hayes left Friday for hia new
Ellsworth yeatarday.
charge at

work.

Lord.

.Mrs. Charles M. Whitcomb returned
Dover, Foxcroft, Henderson,
Milo and Sangerville. He will live in home Saturday from Cleveland,
O., where
Milo. Rev. Charier J. Cassidy, who suc- she has been for four weeks
visiting her
eeeds him in St. Joseph’s perish, has father, Reuel
Whitney.
entered upon bis duties here. Fr. CasArthur Foster, accompanied by his
sidy for some time baa been assistant
mother, Mrs. A. E. Foster, returned home
priest to Father John O’Dowd at tbe
Saturday from the Eastern Maine general
Church of the Secred Heart in Portland.
hospital, where he has been for an opHe la a Portland man having grown to
eration for appendicitis.
manhood in that city. His first-studies
rue isaies who nave been
earning dolfor the priesthood were made in Epiphany
lars met on Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
Apoatollo college at Highland Park, Balti- A. W.
Ellis, the meeting netting 933. The
ma», Hd. Later he punned hit theological studies at Allegheny college, N. Y., afternoon was very pleasantly passed. Reand entered the Grand Beminary at Mon- freshments were served by the hostess.
Mrs. N. C. Ayer left on Thursday of last
treal, Gan., where he was ordained to the
priesthood some years ago. Since his or- week for Lincoln, where she joined Mr.dination Father Cassidy has served as Ayer for a week’s visit with his parents.
curate in several parishes through the From there they go to Kineo for the winState, including St. Mary’s at Bath, St ter, where Mr. Ayer will have a crew
Joseph’s at Lewiston, St. Mary’s at Au- engaged in building a cottage and a store.
gusta, St. Theresa’s at Brewer, and the
E. P. Grindell died Monday morning at
Sacred Heart church in Portland. In bis home here, at the age of
seventy-three
e7ery perish where he has served he has years. Mr. Griudeil had been in failing
made hosts of friends.
health for some time past, ami his death,
A Hallowe’en social will be given in the although deeply regretted, was not unexBaptist vestry to-morrow evening. The pected. He was a man well liked and had

west

Ellsworth.

It will be children’s night at the grange
ball Saturday evening.

Anbry Gasper, of Beverly, Mass., is vis*
iting his sister, Mrs. Elisa Stack pole.
There will be a hetlowe’en party at the
Dollard town schoolhouse Friday evening.
Mrs. Caroline P. Dow, of Monroe, ia
visiting her sisters, Mrs. Asa S. Barron
and Mrs. John C. Msader,
COMING EVENTS.

Bijou theatre—Moving pictures afterand evening. Admission 10 cents.
Thursday, Oct. 29—Hallowe’en sociable
at Baptist vestry.
Admission, 10 gents;
children, S cents.
Beginning Thursday, Oct. 29, at store on
Franklin street formerly occupied by
Staples Piano A Music Co.—Rummage sale
conducted by State street branch of Village improvement society.
noon

OOtJHTY.

Friday, Oct. 30—Farmers’ institute at
good buildings—Tao dwellings in town
Wesley A. Gove, of Boston, is spending aflair is under the direction of Mrs. Stan- many friends. He was twice married.
a short vacation at Camp Aiken, Patten’s
ley J. Stewart, and various committees are The second wife survives him, also two Grange hall, Orland.
—A mercantile property.
making elaborate preparations that the daughters Sirs. Ralph Cushman and
Bluehill, Oct. 31, forenoon and afterELLSWORTH, MAINE. pond, the guest of W. F. Aiken.
Mrs.
noon—Farmers’
celebration
C.
under

A farm with

—

1LAIX ST.,

|

....

Rev. S. H. Morgan, D. D., of Boston,
will preach next Sunday morning and
evening at the Methodist church.

AT

“BIJOU”

THE

~|

slight.
Mrs. Laura E. Tracy and her daughter,
Miss Florence, are spending the winter in
New York city, the guests of Evan T.
Lindsey, at 440 East lfiBth street.

Specialties!

New

New Pictures!

A lire which atarted in an ice honae near
the hardwood factory last Tbnraoay night
culled ont the firemen. The damage was

and

Thursday.
Program for Wednesday
A NIGHT OF TERROR,
A GREAT

The regular meeting of the Rehekah
a-wing eluh will be held at Odd Fellows
bail, Tuesday, Nov. 3. Supper will Be
served by the circle committee at 6.30

WESTERN DRAMA.

FOUR YEARS OLD HEROINE.
A-HEARTLESS SISTER. AN IRRESISTIBLE PIANO.
HIS DAY OF REST.

Soug—"Some Heart is Sighing"—Miss Taylor.
Song—"Mary, Sly Heather Friend”—Sites Taylor.
SPEC ALTIES

j

|

:

3!ISIG»NG

DANCING,

Miss Ruby Phillips, Pianist.

Clifton Boat, Trap Drummer.

ADMI88ION 10c.

Children under

*

o’clock.

12, 5c.

Performances every afternoon and evening. Hours: Afterm or s,
2.30 to 4.30. Evenings: First performance at 7.30, second at 9.00.
Change of pictures every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Tbe (iterators club will hold its first
meeting of tbe season witb Miss M. H.
Black, Monday evening, Nov. 2. All members are requested to be present to begin
the work at once.
Three moose were killed near Ellsworth
list week. James and George Wood got
one on
Township 14, Engene Blaisdeli
killed one in Surry, and William Holt
killed one in Trenton.
The State street branch of the Village
improvement society will hold a rummage
sale, beginning to-morrow, in the building
on Franklin street formerly ^occupied by
the Staples Piano & Music Co.
Mrs. Q. F. Newman, sr., who recently
underwent an operation for appendicitis
at the Emerson private hospital in Forest

Hills, Mass.,

Whitcomb, Haynes&Co.,
ELLSWORTH’S EXCLUSIVE

AGENTS'

AND

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.
WAM or HOT WATER HEATINfi.

CASH

FtUwMw dives.

4s the key that unlocks the
door to low prices.

Ellsworth.

Call at the.Btuido of

B.

F.

JOY,

PHOTOS of the popular
styles and the latest novel-

for

If you

gains,

ties in mounm.

Headquarters for amateurs
RUIN BT., ELLSWORTH

TO

ENCOURAGE

Ellsworth
Greenhouse will Be presented with a

Hyaeiatn bulk.

Telephone 48.

looking

come

for bar-

to my store.

sold at the low-

goods
est possible price.

THE

CULTURE OF BULBS.
D'mb« Oeteher every rsslrwir at the

All

are

M.

jW. MOORE,

ELLSWORTH FALLS,
%

and

soon.

Charles H. May, formerly
superintendent of the Ellsworth hardwood fac-

m.

RADIANT FLOUR.

OOQQ1S8,

improve,

The Ellsworth board of registration will
be in session at the aldermen’s room in
Hancock hall Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday of this week, and Monday of next week, from 8 a. m. to 1 p. m.
No new names will be received after 5 p.

TOWN TALK

Parties desiring Steam or!Hot
Water Heating Plants installid will do well to consult me.

continues to

be able to leave the hospital

tory, was here last week looking for a
suitable building, with the view of establishing a factory for making hardwood
novelties.

FOR

f. W.

expects

to

ME.

Saturday.

may be as weird and as enjoyable as possible. The decorations will be a
special feature. These are in charge of a
committee headed by Mrs. Rodney Kig- I
gins. The “witches’ cafe” will be looked !
after by the refreshment committee, Mrs.
Abbie Cushman, chairman, while the entertainment committee, under the leadership of Mrs. Everett Quinn, is to present a
program of novelties that will keep the
crowd busy in more ways than one.
The
different committees will be dressed in
c flumes suggested
by the traditions of
hnllowe’en. There will be a ghost parade.
Contests of various kinds will be arranged,
and prizes awarded. Those who attend are
requested to bring pencils. The candy
table wi'l be in charge of the* Three C.
class.
The exercises will close with a
“jack-o’-lantern” auction. The entertainment is under the auspices of the social
circle, and the proceeds are for the benefit
of the church.

j

CITY

MEETING.

New Hydrant Wanted on Water Street
Road Hearing.
A recess meeting ol the city government was held dast Wednesday evening.
MayorSimonton was in the chair; aider—

Grindell leaves one sister
Miss Ruth
Grindell, of Bango^ and two brothers—
Ira Grindel, of Bluehill, and Joseph Grindell, now in New Hampshire. Funeral
services were held at the bouse Wednesday morning at 10.30, Rev. J. D. Prigmore
—

SB&ntiacmcnts.

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

Capt. Matthew Moon is ill.
Will Holt shota bull
meadow last Friday.

moose

in

Jones’

James McCollum has gone to Gouldsvisit his step-daughter, Mrs. Lizzie

boro to

Sargent.
Capt. W. L. Remick and wife visited
Capt. George Ray and wife at Bartlett’s
island recently.
Leonard Hodgkins, jr., has moved his
family from here to the Macomber house
on Bridge hill for the winter.
M. V.’ Babbidge, of Gott’s Island, who
was at Ellsworth on the grand jury, visited Stephen Gross and wife and Capt. W.
L. Remick and wife while here. Capt.
Remick and Mr. Babbidge forty-four years
ago, were shipmates to Smyrna, Asia,
_

would result in the material reduction of
insurance rates in that locality. The matter was referred to the committee on

Mrs. Adelbert is ill.
ken is caring for her.

highway*.

to

Mrs. Bessie Milli-

A. B. Fullerton has gone to Brewer
visit his daughter, Mrs. Ambrose McDonald.

Capt.

Frank M. Wentworth, Harold. Wentworth and William H. Gankin appeared
Mrs. H. D. Hodgkins, of Brewer, was
before the board in opposition to the pro- called here
recently by the illness of her
posed discontinuance of a portion of the father, Capt. M. W. Moon.
road leading from the Stabawl road to the
Mrs. Fred Sadler is in Bangor visiting
Waltham road.
They produced letters relatives. Her daughter Gladys is boardfrom other objectors.
Further hearing
ing with Mrs. Clifford Fullerton.
was deferred until the next regular meetof Capt.
Mrs. Ann Murch, widow
ing.
died at her home SatThe city clerk was instructed to notify Charles Murch,
She had been in poor
the Bar Harbor A Union River Power Co. urday night.
health some time, bat not confined to her
to have a new drinking fountain in the
bed. She leaves seven sons and one
square at Ellsworth Falls, in place of the
daughter, who have the sympathy of all.
one now there, which is worn out and
will not hold water.
GREEN LAKE.
A petition from the Commercial Unioa
Telegraph Co. tor permission to move its
Waldo Lowell had his launch hanled up
wires from the east to the west side of this week.
Water street and the Bayside road, in orWalter Morse is having a new boat
der to keep them away from the power house built.

Guernsey;
for he is “Jim” to his old Ellsworth Bangor, Congressman-elect
friends as tp is to his intimates in Massa- a theatre party this evening and a trip to
chusetts—was born at Ellsworth Falls the University of Maine.

j

officiating.

present, Stockbridge, Estey, Hagan
Staples.
George H. Grant addressed the hoard in
relation to establishing a fire hydrant at Minor.
East Maple and Water streets, saying it
men

and

A school of instruction was held with
Wm. H. H. Bice relief corps last Thursday afternoon, under direction of Department Inspector Sarah A. Putnam.
Bluehill corps sent a delegation of about
twenty-five, and many were present from
neighboring towns. A picnic dinner was
served at noon.
Cards have been received in Ellsworth line, waa granted.
Aid. Jordan and Estey were empowannouncing the marriage this evening, at
Cclorado Springs, Colo., of Miss Marjorie ered to make settlement with Mrs. B. B.
for damages due
Bradford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. McFarland in her claim
William M. Masi, to Lieut. Martyn Hall to alleged defect in sidewalk.
Aid. Hagan was instructed to have the
Shute, U. 8. A. Lieut, and Mrs. Sbute will
once.
be “at home” after Nov. 16 at Fort D. A. Bangor bridge repainted at
Roll of accounts No. 3 for fighting forest
Bussell, Wyoming.
fires was passed and committed to ColFred P. Haynes and Miss Helen M.
lector Bresoahan for payment. The roll
Giles, daughter of Arthur K. Giles, of amounts to
gbont |600 and brings the total
West Ellsworth, were married Monday
cost to Ellsworth for fighting forest fires
■forenoon at the Grant house on laurel
this year up to something like $1,100.
street, where they will reside. The cereAdjourned.
mony was performed by Bev. 8. W. Sutton, in the presence of a few relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Haynes left at noon tor a Fourth-Class Postmasters at Bungor.
To-day and to-morrow the Maine league
wedding trip to Boston.
of postmasters of fourth-class offices will
An Ellsworth boy—more strictly speak•hold their third annual session at Banor.
ing, an Ellsworth Falla boy—has just been The
meetings will be held at the board of
accorded new honors in Massachusetts.
James N. Thompson, of I-aneuil, Mass., trade rooms in City hall thia forenoon and
forenoon.
was elected one of the presidential electors afternoon, and to-morrow
The programs include addresses by
from Massachusetts, at the recent republiof
can state convention. “Jim” Thompson— Postmaster Oak and Mayor Woodman,

*

institute,
George
Austin, and two sons—
auspices
Thomas Grindell, of Bath, and Eugene of State board of agriculture.
Grindell, now in Idaho. A daughter and
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 20,
son by the first marriage are also living—
21, 22—Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
Miss Carrie Grindell, of Massachusetts, meeting at East Franklin.
and Ernest Grindell, of Sedgwick. Mr. |

1 MOM.
Half-Cabinet

PHOTOGRAPHS,

$1.25 per dozen.
charge $2.5o
$3.00 per dozen.

Others
to

Mrs. Cnristopher Croesman is improving
illness.

from her recent

has filled in and built a
his premises.
John Merrill is improving slowly from
slight shock received a week ago.

Capt H. F.

new

a

wharf

Lord

on

Stanwood’s

A road to the hatchery will b& started
Tuesday. Albert Carlisle, of Ellsworth
MAIN ST.,
Falls, w’ill be in charge.
Jake Nevells, of Bar Harbor, shot a deer
weighing about 100 pounds last week. R.
Higgins and Ben Higgins brought in one
HAVING
deer Monday and Alec White got one
Tuesday.

Studio,
ELLSWORTH. ME*

BOUGHT

THE

Foster Marble Works

Former BluetiSU Man

Dead.

Bluehill, Oct. 27 (special)—News has
been received here of the sudden death in
Boston yesterday of John P. Stevens, a
native of this place, who still spent his
summers here.
His death is a shock to
his many friends here.
Funeral services will be held in Boston.
A man’s vanity tells him what is honor;
man’s conscience what is justice.—
Landor.

a

I beg to announce that I am read; to
take orders tor all kinds ot work
pertaining to tbe marble business.

Mr. A. I. Grant, so long connected
with this plant, will continue in his

present position.

E. K.

Hopkins,

FRANKLIN 6T„

ELLSWORTHj

IDtrSD B%

Fraysr Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Nov. 1, 190A

"Helpful and Hopeful.”

Its Xotto:

By REV. S. H. DOYLE
Songs of the heart.—VI. The
CuoaccrawatcheraFFe cxxi
lion m-.-eilng

Topic.
eleepieas

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock sounty.
The column is open to all granger* for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for report# of grange meetings. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications mast
be signed, but names will not be primed except by permission of the writer. Ali communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

**Atrjrf

—

It has been said $iat tlie One Hundred and Twentieth Psalm is oue of
complaint, while the one before us is
la
one of comfort and couaoiatfaou.
this psalm the writer forgets* hi» distresses or overcomes them by “lift;::,
his eyes unto the hills from when c
cometh my help.” The hills were the
hills of Zion, the location of the temple. the especial abode of God Himself:
hence the ps^inist means that he was
really looking to God. anil, moreover,
he adds. “My help* cometh from the
Lord, which made heaven ami earth."
The protection of God is amply set
forth throughout the entire psalm and
by various figures. In the filth verse
he says: “The I»rd is thy keeper: the
Lord is thy shade protect on upon thy
right band. The sun shall not smite
thee by day nor the moon by nigh:
They were to be free from sunstrokes
and the deleterious effects of the
Some have
moon's rays by night
doubted such injuries of the moon, but
modern travelers have proved that bad
effects do follow sleeping in the moonlight in hot countries. When the full
facts are known the Bible is always
proved to be time. It always will be.
“The Lord shad preserve thy soul*'—
keep us in temptations to evil. “The
Lord shall preserve tbee • • • forevermore'’—for time and for eternity
These declarations of the psalmist art
all true. Our God is both able and willing to do all that is here set forth. The
only condition is our willingness to
trust Him that “He may bring it tc

cf this comma are succinctly
m 'JM tiC* and Botio-lt Vs for the mutual
V«?;C3t* and Sl*mS t»» CO h*ipf«l and bOpefBlSet04 f- r tbs <*w»w good. It Is f.r the com
Bvt use—a pabiSe wbo*. a oarreyor of In: nauSio aad ^ywcVa. a mediant for tbe
of *hm*- Ib his capacity tt solicit*
Tn*
*<aceU

cvr

<

BIBLE BEADrifCS.

Ps. Iv, 8; I Sam. xvi, 1-7; Amos, ix
2-4; Matt. x. 26-20; Ps. xxili. 1-C; xxvii.
1-14; xxxi, 1-0; xxxvli, 1-11; Matt vi.
24-34; lxvii, 1-7.
With a N«w Zeal.
I would recommend that we labor
with a new zeal this year.
First.—By stirring up the fires oi
Bndeavor wherever they require it
For various reasons there are not a
few societies\ which need a new baptism of life and enthusiasm, and it
should be our special aim to study
how to poke up their embers into a
blaze of enthusiasm among the young.
Becond.—By heaping up fresh fuel
upon the old fires in all parts of the
land.
The baptism of God's own
Spirit the baptism of heavenly fire,
should be sought for every one of our
700 societies.
A new love for the
Blaster, a fresh passion for His word,
a mighty yearning for the salvation
of souls and an all absorbing eagerness
to build up the local church—this is
the fuel which all our Endeavor societies specially need in order that
they may carry the fire of God's all
consuming love onto all who come In
contact with them.
Third—By starting new Endeavor
fires wherever possible.
There are
many plates within your reach and
mine where Christian youths are lying
helpless and useless who could be converted into new sources of power for
the cause of Christ and humanity by
being organized into Christian En
deavor societies.
Why should not
every society study the field around
it and carry its message of light and
its fire of life into neighboring villages
and towns? Let ns treble the numbei
of
societies
this
and
thus
year,
brighten the flame of onr own lamps
by kindling others.
And let us do this not ultimately for
the cause of Christian Endeavor, hut
for Christ and for the furtherance of
the great kingdom of righteousness
which He has established. Let ns re
member that Christian Endeavor finds
greatest prosperity when it does not
obtrusively seek its own and when it
is the eager handmaid of Cod's own
rhurcli.—Rev. J. P. Jones. President
India C. E. Union.
“Heart Failure” and "Pledge Failure.’
The heart of Christian Endeavor Is in
the first clause of the pledge.
"Heart failure,’’ the cause often assigned for death, is only a confession
ef ignorance. So with “pledge failure.'
Back of that is usually the failure of
the executive committees, the secretary, the lookout committee, and so on.
A Safety Valve.
Christian Endeavor soGovthe safer the republic.
Stuart of Pennsylvania in PaAddress at Reeding state Con-

vention.
V.-

—

gt*«a

good

te ieWOTB depsads largely
is ta thf* rsspeet- Com
dgaed. bat tbe name of

:*r

w

:”,-c

Mountain Pomona grange with Good Will
| grange, Amherst.
Saturday, Nov. 7—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with East Bluebill grange.

'ms

Proof is inexhaustible that
Lydia E. PlnkhanTs Vegetable
Compound carries women safely
through the Change of Life.

COOK’S.

Not what seems fair, bat wbat is trne;
Not what we a ream, bat good we do:
These are the things that shine like gems.
Like stars in fortune's diadems.

j

_

we doing with the books we have gathered
together? What practical ideas we have
learned by observation, are we putting
What treasures of heart
into practice?

ing-down feeling, flatulency, indigestion.dizziness or nervous prostration.
Why don’t you try it ?

mind

or possession 'have we stored
away just for the sake of having them?
Do you realize wbat this “mutual benefit” i* doing for ns? Look back eight or
ten years. Isn’t there a change in our
lives since then? We have been “rsing”

we

have

acquired,

means

Wood
Solo..A J Grindie
Closing exercises

side, Shady Lane. Spring Valley. Shadcland,
Shadvside, Sunshine Cottage. Sunny Heights.
Sunset View, Sweetbrier. Silverdale, Springside. The Elms, The Cedars. The Pinery. The
Bee Hive. The-Crert. Uplands. Valley Farm.

possessed.
things? We have
we

written out

which

Duet. bisters Ridlon apd Grindlc
Question: What national legislation in»ioT seo^VTTie N at ional Grange is of
the greatest importance to members of
this grange, and wbat can we do to promote it? Supt McGouldrick. John *'

Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick
women to write her for advice.
She has
guided thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.

of the
the thoughts we used to have,
and shared them with «others
They have
beta used not only by the writer who
sent them, but
they have awakened
thought in others.
One and another have told of the ways
they had of doing different kinds of work,
others have adopted their ways and made
We have shared our knowuse of them.
ledge of authors, our ^opinions of their
books or poems. In short, using that
naro- some

Openicg exercises; music
Add revs of welcome.Worthy Master

ham's Vegetable Compound, made Business
the
from roots and herbs, has been the Question: To what extent sbould
Grange, as an organisation, take an
standard remedy for female ills,
active part in politics? Dr Otis Littleand has positively cured thousands of
field. George Candage
women w ho have been troubled with
Music.Sisters Charnley and Farnsworth
ulcerainflammation,
displacements,
Recess
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities, Call to order; music
that
tearbackache,
Conferring fifth degree
periodic pains,

might be euiarged^upozi with
the first thought. “Not what
profit.
we have, but what we use.”
That is the true test. Wbat are we doing with the information we have gathered up in the passing years? What are

Shall I

BiuehUl grange Nov. 7:

*

Take

knew

the

compassion, lightened

the

homeward way by climbing a long hill, that it might be easier
for the horses.
We are all sorry for O. K. that by ill

load

develop-

ou

our

health she is

deprived

of

ments, and also sorry that

so

many enjoyof our num-

brother.

a

prep-

all extend

our

sympathy

to

Day

picnic.

degrees. Program for next
ing will be a hallowe'en program.

second

tutes.

G. A. Pauchkk.

The member* of Floral grange gave a
supper for the benefit of the grange, Wednesday evening, Oct. 21, and the member*
fully sustained their reputation for preNo
paring and serving fine suppers.
grange supper would be considered complete, of course, without baked beans, and
for those who did not wish for beans there
were salad daintly prepared, and pics snd
cakes innumerable.
After supper there
was a short program of tonga, and r«cit*l*
by the school children, managed by their
teacher, Miss Chipmsn. Quite a sum was
real red from tbe supper, and the evening
was much enjoyed by those present.
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VIEW, uusirjv nova
There w« . large
attendant, ,
■at

Wednwdiy

of the annual fair
•ecreury, Julian
financial auccess,
Deputy Foae was
himself as much
don* in Bay View

«v«ainsf

Xbe

__

thewoS

w,< r«a<:

r,v

Em.rr.

The f,i,

clJ*

JB1.» „,,ng
present and

pleased siihthsa,

thuja
0*J

grange. The
gree was worked on three
Music was furnished by Br
,ther
Flye, which is always appreciated Th
fourth degree and harvest
6apper wiu,
Rt the next rf^ulRr
meet}.-*, Oct. 28.
A benefit entertainment to
liie grange hali, tfc t. 31. wUl
b»tno,
attsir. The com,nin e :1
iKtse.! of .Miss Lena Hi h,
Stan
and Mrs. Tillie Lt'.nd.
The a im!*!,
f -e will he one cent f.. r every leit:.- iti
in
first and last
names.

candidgZ

b-~beidj

Haiiv

doughnuts

MAfWAPAql’A, SOCTH BLt'EHIU-

Msssapaqua grange met Oct. 23. with
about twenty-five present. After butness,
the lecturer presented her program as follows: Reading, Flora Hodgdon: recitation, Phebe Candagc; songs, Roy iiender*-

Pumpkin

tit
^

and codee will be served.

Enthuslsamis the genius of since ritr.
accomplish * no lietories with!

and truth
out it. Bui tree
Soft

words

Litton.

will

wound: forgiving

ting

w

will take away

the

ease

ill

pain cf a
it. sndforget-

cure

the

scar.
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work
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London as in

SMS

Will

LAMOIXE.
Whereat, Death haul again entered our
ranks, removing our dearly beloved brother.
John F. Lear, and causing a vacancy which
brings sadness to all our hearts; and
Whereat. Bro. Lear, being ever desirous of

obtaining knowledge, possessing a retentive
memory, and ready to impart that knowledge
to others, his presence was gladly welcomed
in our meetings and his memory will ever be
cherished: therefore
Retolved. That not only Lam line grange
but the entire community fully realizes the
loss it has sustained in the death of a good
brother and citizen.
Retolved, That we extend to his son and
family our deepest sympathy, and commend
them to “Him that doeth all things well".
Retolved, That in appreciation of his worth,
our charter be draped for thirty days, a copy
of these resolutions spread on onr records,

tUU MU lU

Boston, and a part of each year
her in a London home, surrounded by the
famous men and women of al) professions.
Her winter home in Rutland square, this
»aw

I

J!

|

Are Taw Only Half Alive?
People with kidney trouble are so weak and
exhausted that they are onlv haif alive,
city, was a “literary salon", where all the Ii Foley’s Kidney Remedy makes healthy kidcelebrities were entertained, whether actors, i neys. restores lost vitality, and weaa. delicate
are restored to health. G. A. Parcher.
artists, musicians or authors. There also the ; people
literary aspirant was to be found.
An experience which many of her guests
prized above all was to be shown her collec- *
ticsa of presentation photographs and to bear !
her converse about the originals. The “real" !
Swinburne and William Watson and Thomas
Hardy and George Meredith she marshalled
before the minds’ eyes of many of her friends.
For a long time she was the chief literary )
writer and book reviewer of the H-.ral t.
Her husband died in 1898.
The list of her works is as follows:
“This, That and the Other," 1854; “Juno
Clifford.” 185d; “My Third Book," 1859; “BedTime Stories," 1873; “Mere Bed-Time Stories,"
1874; “Some Women's Hearts." 1874; “Swallow Flights," poems, 1877; “New Bed-Time
j
Stories," 1880; Random Rambles," 1881; “Fire-

I

j

j

_

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

English edition of her poems at this
published by the Macmillans under
the title, “Swallow Fights.” The publication

HUK

light Stories," 1883; “Ourselves and Our
Neighbors,” 1887; “Miss Eyre from Boston and
Other Stories,” 1889; “In the Garden of
Dreams,” 1889; “8tories Told at Twilight,”
1890; “Lazy Tours in Spain and Elsewhere,”
1896; “In Childhood’s Country,” 18967** At the
Winds' Will,” 1899; edited with biographies,
“Garden Secrets,” 1887; “A Last Harvest,” by
Philip Bourke Marston, 1891; “Collected
Poems,” by Marston, 1896; “Selections from
the Poems of Arthur O’Shaughnessey,” 1894.
She wrote reviews and literary letters for
the New York Tribune, 1870-6, and for the
Boston Herald, 1886-92.
A Jswslsr'i Experience.
C. R. Kluger, The Jeweler. 1089 Virginia
Ave., Indianapolis, lndM writes: “I was so
weak from kidney trouble that I could hardly
walk a hundred feet. Four bottles of Foley's
Kidney Remedy cleared my complexion, cu%ed
my backache and the irregularities disappeared. and I can now nttend to basinets
every day, and recommend Foley's Kidney
Remedy to all sufferers, as it cured me sfter
the doctors and other remedies had failed.—
G. A. Paxcxvn.

Goods Bought at Wanamaker's
Amounting

session

Oct.

granges.

was

»

regular

ent.

established her fame as a poet, and she had
congratulatory letters from all the literary
celebrities of the time, including Browning,
Matthew Arnold. Austin Dobson and Edmund
Gosse. Many of her songs were aet to music,
and another honor was given her by Lord
Houghton, a round-table lunch, at which
George Eliot and Kinglake were present,
among others.

>

a

22, with forty-five members presThe evening was pleasantly spent.
There was a fine program. Visitors were
present from Penobscot and East Bluebili

on

you will remember the recipe for
“sweethearts” which Eunice sent. Those
were filled with jelly, so any that wish
could use the same cooky recipe for both
“fillings' ’.
The following is the remainder of a clipping relating to Louise Chandler Moulton:
Au
| time

meet-

RAINBOW. NORTH BROOK8VILLE.

Rainbow grange held

Some of

or

Woman latorrnpta Political Speaker.
A well-dressed woman interrupted a political speaker recently by continually coughing.
If she had taken Foley’s Honey and Tar It
would have cured her cough quickly and expelled the cold from her system. The genuine
Honey and Tar contains no opiates
Foley’s
and is in a yellow package.
Refuse substi-

inetructed

PAMOLA, HANCOCK.

[

Apple-Grove, Ashland, Brookside, Big Bock,
Broadmoor, Beechland, Briar
Ranch, Bay side, Cloverdaie, Cool Creek, Cedar Hill. Cherry Hill, Crystal Springs, Creekside, Clear View, Charter Oak, Crystal Lake,
Elm View, East View, Echo Farm, Fair Dale,
Fen wood. Fern Cottage, Forest Grove, Fair
Lawn, Fair Oaks. Fairmont, Greendale, Glendale, Grassmere, Greenfield, Greendell. Hope
Farm. Hillside Home, Hickory Grove, Hedge
Lane. Hillcrest, Hill View, Hill Top, Home
Farm, Ingleside, Idlewild, Lake View, Locust
Hill, Linden Hall, Lake Home, Lindenwood,
Locust Lane, Mt. Pleasant. Maywood, Mirror
Lake, Maplewood, North View, Oakland, Oak
View. Oak Ridge, Oakdale, Pine Tree, Pleasant
Valley, Pleasant Grove, Pinewood, Pinehurst,
Pine Ridge, Riverside Farm, Rose Cottage,
Rosedale. Rocky Point, Summit Hill, Bunny-

w.re

greea.

Pamela grange held its regular meeting
Saturday evening, with about fifty-eight
members and four visitors present. Two
candidates were instructed in the first and

j

Beech Grove.

\

from"ftL* T*

from Queen City.
v»
I.,m„i„, p
'1
Bayaide, pine Grove
grunge* were present.
t*(

and her

there were many expressions of hearty appre- Editor if. B. Column:
ciation t the hostess for her efforts to proj Ida recent issue of your paper L. E. 9. bad
vide such a good time, and the occasion cer- a recipe tor tilled cookies. 1 have given it
tainly will go on record as one of the red let- : away unintentionally, and would so much
ter events of the annals of the M. B.’s.
j like to have it again. Although living in
Charity. Esther, Ah and B. E. 6. met with Knox county for the present, Hancock ia my
We were sorry to find home and 1 look forward from week to week
ua for the first time.
Dell so troubled and anxious concerning the j for The American.
Have a great many
forest fire which was raging so near her * M. B. recipes, and they are fine. I wish you
home, but now the danger is past, I hope she would get out an M. B. cook book.
will spend many happy years in her nice
Welcome to the niece in Knox county,
house and be able to meet with us at our next
and she shall have the recipe by letter.
stolen from
your far-away western home? We were askabout
but
no
one
coaid
you,
give any defing
inite information; it was even surmised that
you had a new name. We are still interested
in you. Won’t you give us one of your nice
long, interesting letters? O. K. has lost none of
her interest in the column, although she was
deprived, by ill health, of the pleasure of our
picnic. I told her all about it and gave her
the beautiful flowers which Aunt Maria permitted us to take to our homes. I kept them
fresh and beautiful for our church the following Sunday, and they were greatly admired.
1 have been away on a vacation and bad the
pleasure of telling N. L. H. ail that I know
about the clan. Sbe bad lota of questions to
ask. because she has never been to the reunion you know. I think we will soon have a
letter from her.
1 know the greater part of the M. B.’s live
on farms.
How about a name for the home or
the farm? We call onrs “The Overlook’’. It
was suggested by the broad, extensive view
which we have. Those of ns who haven’t already selected an appropriate one had better
utilize some of these long cold evenings in
the choosing of a good name. The naming
of a home or farm should be based on natural
surroundings and conditions; that is, the
names should
“fit”.
For instance, it is
ridiculous to name a place “Shady Nook” when
there isn’t a bit of shice within a mile; or to
call a farm “Cherry Hill" when it possesses
neither cherries nor hill.
1 will send a list
that was published in Farm Journal a few
years ago; perhaps somewhere in the list you
may find a suggestion which may be worked
into a fitting name for your own place.
Now, Aunt Madge, when letters are scarce
and you want something to fill up, you may
be glad of even this:

xaeiaville.
Mariaville grange held it,

already been donated by
Worthy Deputy Foss was

and his remarks on grange
picnic present,
were interesting and instructive.

household.

lost, strayed

',*fi

dinner, is again stricken with disease. We

Dfar Aunt Madje am, Jfutwals;
Intended to say that the list of names
I
I thick Aunt Maris ga\e the absent ones a was so good we will all enjoy looking
good description of cur fourth annual re- them over and perhaps select one.
union. It is certainly delightful to spend one
day of the year in the Wyman cottage, and

you

Grieve^

The g^
Jr.tm th« harvnt
»«w.r

the lot which has

one

ber who each year has made special
aration, like our hostess, for our

FLORAL, NORTH BCCKSPORT.

rec-as

remark,.

meat.?*"!’ "

ELLSWORTH.

_____

I.uls

Cdont, Matter

pn.rons present. There were visitors from
Bay View, Pamela and Maria vilJe. Two
new members were accepted, and four at
plications were received. The second d
gree waa conferred on four candidates.
The matter of building a grange hall was
discussed, and it was finally decided to
build a hall 22x50, two stories.
The
grange needs a ball very much, and it is
hoped that the building may be soon on

nice letter

others of like

HARVEST HOME, WEET

Mountain View grange held its regular
meeting Friday evening with fifty-eight

reunionists has given
Thanks to you, H. O. B.
We have not forgotten how you, with
Another of

ns a

I want you to notice the second
line in each stanza; they are each most
significant, and living up to the standard
they represent, one could not fail to be
sincere—a quality worth attaining.

are

ISLE

Harvest Home grange. West Ellsworth,
held it* regular meeting Oct. 24.
The
overseer called tbe meeting to order and
Manuel Gasper was called to Oil tbe chair.
After business, tbe third and fourth degrees were given to one candidate. The
program constated of rending, speaking,
songs and conundrums, and aelectiona by
tbe quartette. There were thirty-seven in
attendance, and visitors fre m Luke View,
Arbutus, Alamoosook and Dracut granges.
Children's night will be observed next

son; recitation,
Alice Eaton. At

MOUNTAIN VIEW, WEST EDEN.

H. O. B.

Willow Dale, Woodaide.

ment.

Meb.

DEER

Seagirt grange met Saturday evening,
Oct. IT, with a fair attendance.
After
W hat 1 would
business, tbe question,
do if I were s farmer,'’ waa discussed by
I be sisters, snd “What I would do if I were
a
housewife", waa discussed by tbe
brothers. Tbe discussion was very interesting. There were readings by Katie
Stanley, C. M. Pert, Anthony Bye. A
question was given for next Saturdayevening for each individual to tell what
animal waa most useful to him.
A harvest supper was appointed for Oct. 28.

Saturday.

Following is the program for the meeting of Hancock Pomona grange with East

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. Response.Howard Clarke
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink- Recitation. -Fred Greene

text which

scarcely

visitors from Green Mountain
scot Pomona*.

ing it I feet so much better, and
again do my own work. I never forget
to tell my friends what Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound did for me
during this trying period.”

Dear Af. B. Friende:
This poem, sent by 8. 8. for$the column,
is s sermon in itself, and each line is a

we

|

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was good for me, and sinceI takcan

—

wbat

Hancoc* Pomona grange met with New
Century grange. Dedham, Oct. 24. The
address of welcome was delivered by
Worthy Master Colby, followed by the response by Bister Harriman, of Verona
An instructive and interesting
grange.
paper was read by Sister Mary Burrill.
The questions were ably discussed. Special
mention sbould be made of the music fur-

Read the letter Mrs. & Hanson,
304 E. Long St, Columbus, Ohio,
writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
1 was passing through the Change nished
by New Century choir, which canof Life, and suffered from nervousnot be excelled by any in the county.
other
and
ness. headaches,
annoying
About 200 patrons were present, including
symptoms. My doctor told me that
and Penob-

The thing nearby, not that afar:
Not what we seem, bat what w4are:
These are the things that make or break.
That tree tbe heart its joy or*ache.

or

SEAGIRT, 80VTH

HANCOCK POMONA.

what we hare. hot what we use.
No* what we see. bat what we choose;
These art tbe things that mar or bless.
Thr sum el human bappines*.

take, but as we give.
pray, but as we lire;
the things that make for peace
and after time shad cease.
The Outlook.

__

DATES.

Not

Not as we
Not as re
These are
Both now

reason.

Saturday, Oct. 31-Meeting of Green

-n&s* ne

..>

wared aacsv* t-y pctwiaek a
li ii ti rati TUT wCi be mitten to approralor
re;ect7o« by ;be editor of tbe celaat, bat bom
»
e redrew*:
good waioa. Address
\:'. co mmum hMMftaa* »
TBB AHSBICa*.
Ellsworth. Me.
*r

over us.

more

sappest

•sia.t

me supreme uiougut oi cue psa.m -t
•elected for our consideration is that
the Lord Is a sleepless watcher and
keeper. "He thut keepeth thee shall
neither slumber nor sleep." There are
sweet comfort and satisfaction in this
fact that God is a sleepless watcher
Neither by day nor by night Is He unconscious of oar cry. How often a
child becomes restless at night and.
filled with fear in the dark, cries out.
“Are you awake, mamma?" Aud when
the answer comes back. “Yes. dear."
how the little brain aud heart are comforted and soon find rest in glee; 1
Mamma is awake. Why should she
fear? Children of God. Christian F.ndeavorers. your Heavenly Father is always awake. Why should you fear?
There is no need unless you have offended Him and are nor on good term?
with Him. apd even then if you cry to
Him in penitence how ready be is to
bear you! No sound is so sweet to tinear of our Heavenly Father as the cry
of the penitent, and He is willing to
forgive and able to forget, which we
cannot do. the sin that has separated
us from Him.
Let us only fear to offend God, and then we may “lay ouraelves down and sleep In peace,” because He who never slumbers watches

The
cieties
ernor
triotic

mu’* vat omfc and

js UK

pass.**

v

»urvo*e*

Mat to the fa mil 7 of the deceased aad om
to T»a Ituaotn Aaa>ici> tor publication
Retries F. CooeilJte,
8 J Yocse,
W. B. Bias.
Committee on resolutions.
om

3linong tip Granger*.

Sttontiaonom.

Statnal Bntcftt fcolnmn

CHRISTIAN BNDKAVOR.
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$5

or

More

Will Be Delivered FREE
to

town in

any

New Hampshire,

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maine,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and

Connecticut—excepting only heavy
sent

or

bulky goods,

or

goods

•

C. 0. D.
are prepared with better stocks than ever before, this
Thirty-six of our buyers have been abroad to get the latest

We
Fall.

and best foreign goods; and the best
always here, of course. Everything

to be found in America is
at lowest

prices

quality, and the goods will be sent home without freight
charges for
comer

from

you to pay,

just

as

j

for
or

equal

express

though you lived around the

us.

If you have not already received it, send for
logue, which is just off the press.

our

Fall Catai

JOHN WANAMAKER
NEW YORK CITY
SI

NEWS.
COUNTY
IT^.
J^ddditiOMl

wdtow

County

SEAL HARBOR.
and wife are receiving
Herman Bracy
on the birth of a eon.
H. Pinkham has entered the
Bt s
general hospital for treatment.

Jigratulatioos

S^Harhor

has returned home,
week with relatives in

Mabel Eddy

Mi,»

a

after spending
franklin

McKenzie and Fred Driscoll made
on the Puritan, returning
gtripto Boston

building on Main street, and the plans
and specifications are in the hands of contractors. The building will be of
brick,
with sandstone trimmings, and will be a
decided addition to the street. It will be'
used for the bank’s purposes entirely, and
will be thoroughly adequate and up-todate in every particular. The struc, ure
will be fire proof in every way, including
a large vault
space, coupon room, private
silver vault in the basement, a room specially for lady patrons, and the usual
rooms lor the directors and bank officials.

n,ve

WEST EDEN.

gstorday

Jesse Mayo spent a week in Boston,
turning home Wednesday.-

•oved
fond road.

Liston W. Mayo baa returned from Boston, where he went about two weeks ago.

and family have
William McNaughton
on the Jordan
into their new bouse

and wife, Misses Jennie
A F. Clement
Olive Cushman spent a few
jibby and
tot week in EHsworth.
J<>HM

^

are being made
Extensive improvements
Winfield Hmallldge homestead,

^tbe

his been spending a vaf H. Macomber
Franklin, accompanied by his

Btion in

Frederick.

Bb

and family have moved
Ernest Atwood
vacated
gto the Callahan house, recently
(y William McNaughton.
W. Pinkham, Clarence
Capt. Ilralton
left Friday
finkhsm and Albert Dodge
short cruise along
Bthesloop Lulu fora
Sew England coast.
Pet. 23.

:k.

John.

_

BASS HARBOR.
haa been very ill
Opt. Hiram Dix who
)Bach better.
Rn. Ida Parker, of Southwest Harbor,
toted friends here last week.
Rn. Sidney Wallace and Miss Della
fallace have returned from Portland.

Massagone
Rn. Neva Parker
kuetts for two weeks’ visit to relatives.
Barry and Lewis Albee and Howard
horehill, of Rockland, were here last
has

to

paek.
Rn. Sans Stanley, who has been at Duck
Iltnd light station with her son all Sumat D. G. Bener, will spend the winter
Hrs. Era Benson entertained a number
ladies Tuesday afternoon, Oet. 20, the
nnty-eightb anniversary of her weding. Delicious refreshments were served.

f

re-

Rev. A. P. MacDonald supplied the palpit last Sunday in the absence of Rev. Mr.
Lorimer.
Mrs. Lillian Hamor pleasantly entertained the V. 1. society Thursday afternoon.
Next Thursday the society will
meet with Mrs. Ida Mayo.
Mrs. E E. Sargent spent last week at
Qeorge W. Newman’s at Eagle Lake, while
Mr. and Mrs. Newman went to Qardiner
visit Mrs. Newman’s son, Warren Sargent and wife, also Mr.
Newman’s
nephews, Frank and Fred Smith, formerly
of Ellsworth.
to

The ladies of Town Hill have formed a
ladies’ church aid society. They will hold
a baked bean supper Monday
evening,
Nov. 2. All are cordially invited. Proceeds are for the West Eden Union chapel.
Through the generosity of Ferdinand
Emerson, of Boston, a bell will soon be
placed in the chapel, in memory of Mrs.
Edith Hadley Emerson, Mr. Emerson’s
late wife, who was formerly of Eden, but
moved to Boston about fifteen years ago.
Oct. 26.
M.
_

ASHVILLE.
Alfred Preble and Flossie Butler were
married Saturday evening by F. A. Noyes,
esq.
John H. Tracy, 2d, has returned from
Bar Harbor, where he has been employed

early spring.
Mrs. Lydia Smith

since

win

and Miss Mary Goodvisited friends in West Gouldsboro

last week.

Mrs.

Emeline

of Milbridge,
spent a few days last week with her sister,
Ckpt. W. A. Turner, of the schooner Mrs.
Aquilla Bean.
largerv Turner, called on friends here !
! Arthur Gilmore, of Bar Harbor, i9spend*
nnday. Capt. Turner, who formerly lived
a week at Tranquility farm, the guest
ire, has sold his vessel and bought a farm ing
iRichmond, where he will live after the of J. Franklin Anthony and wife.
The Bridgbam hill grammar school is
Me of the fishing season.
Y. Z.
Oct. 26.
to give a hallowe’en entertainment at the
grange hall Saturday evening, Oct. 31.
GOTT*8 ISLAND.
Henry J. Bean died Monday, Oct. 19,
Miss Phebe Gott is employed at Mcafter a long illness. Funeral services were
inley.
held at the church Wednesday afternoon.
dipt. E. L. Gott has gone to Cape Rosier The Knights of Pythias, of which he was
ter a load of apples.
a member, had charge of the
arrangeMrs. Clara Y. Hodgkins is visiting her ments. Mr. Bean leaves a wife, two
A.
Mrs.
F.
Babbidge.
brothers—Fred H. and John, and a sister—
ughter,
Prank A. Babbidge went to Portland Mrs. W. E. Bragdon, of Franklin.
Oct. 26.
B.
it Thursday and returned Saturday.
Strout,

_X.

_

Mrs. Howard Staples, of Atlantic, is vis*
ag her sister, Mrs. Charles Harding,
tf. V. Babbidge, who has been serving
Kind/uror at Ellsworth, arrived home
Mstrict Superintendent H. B. Haskell,
Bliworth, and Rev. F. L. Provan, of
a Treruont, were here Tuesday and
d quarterly conference.
Chips.
H. 23.

|

SEAL COVE.
liss Bernice Ashley is visiting friends
kss Harbor.
irs.J. S. Powers and daughter, Miss
ra, are in Boston for a short stay,
liss Mtdga Thom* add brother, of
Met, are spending a few days here,

Murphy has moved his family to
fcland, w here he is employed scallop-

ert

R. W. Bickford and wife, of Rock*
of last week with rela*
» here.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mrs. Charles Allen and
gone to Boston.

Mrs. C. A. Moon has recently spent
days at Mt. Desert Ferry.

R.

Hodgdon,

*ne

Borda,

steward of

was

at home

a

schooner
few

week.
ft. 24.

days

Mrs. William Seavey left to-day for
Portland. Next month she sails for a visit
to her home in England.
Rachel Carleton and Marie Dunbar attended the drama given by CuBhman
Miss
grange at Gouldsboro Wednesday.
Carleton is taking a week’s vacation.
Mrs. H. S. Workman

was given a genusurprise party Wednesday evening.
The family moved to Brewer Thursday.
Mrs. Workman will be greatly missed in
the community, as she was always ready
to extend a helping hand at all time9

ine

when needed.
Oct. 26.

the

past

£.

Ads Bartlett and Airs. Mary Tibvisiting here.

n.

®&re

*1

Bartlett

Giora*

and

wife have

moved to

PRETTY MARSH.

Katie Bartlett will go to Portland
to have her eyes treated.
1

Elliott Higgins, of Indian Point, is
ployed at the Freeman house.

Leonard visited Lida Rumill
Tremont Saturday and Sunday.

at

Pt. Will Remick and wife, of Ellsvisited George Ray’s family last

Harvey P. Freeman, accompanied by
his brother, John T. Freeman, of Boston,

*•26._L.
HULL’S COVE.

Cunningham.

Pittsfield,

Smith’s for

a

week’s

visit.

Miss Adelaide Smallidge, who has been
w ith her grandmother. Mrs. M. Snow, at
Seal
Harbor, all summer, came home
Thursday.
G.
Oct. 26.
_

building a barn.
Mrs. Julia Keene, of Boston, is visiting
Carter is

relatives here.
is

visiting

John Wells, of Melrose, Mass., is visiting relatives in town.

••Lizzie Nickerson and two sons, of
Miss Lutie Bridges, who has spent the
^od, visited relatives here last week.
summer here, left Thursday for Brockton,
^Lelauti, who has spent the summer
Mass.
her parents
here, has returned to
Warren Davis, of Pittsfield, who has
MKuaetts for the winter.
been visiting his sister, has returned
** was
received here last week by
home.
Cornelia Salisbury of the death of her
Frank Carter and family, who have
Anderson Hamor. Mr. Humor
been visiting Mrs. Mary Closson, have rem Florida
of typhoid fever.
He
turned to Melrose, Mass.
relatives here.

'S^y

Anon.

_

B.

Oct. 26.

__

ATLANTIC.

sorrento.

Mrs. Ellen Staples is visiting friends at
Mildred Foster, of this place,
V*d from the Malden, Mass., com- Gouldsboro.
•chool recently, and was awarded
Adelbert Stockbridge, who has been
great credit” in the nor- mate of the steamer Oscodagon, is at home
Miss Foster is continuing the for his vacation.
'Jr8e>
Qrse in the
stenographic departMiss Vira Joyce, who is teaching school
at Gott’s Island, spent Sunday with her
parents at Atlantic.
BAR harbor.
Merton Staples, of Atlantic, and Miss
surveys are being made on
Mtllie Bridges, of Minturn, were married
the new

*

^“•“with

J^Qiry
■L°f

First national bank

Mil in Trouble,
P«rmHsauy member of
lily
•nd Tki*)** anything except Foley’s
cou*h«» colds and lung
Ms
? neglect.
a *QU*Tof
Nothing else is
r

Jtn.

The
•Pol®*4.1L-pulmonaryTmrtroubles.
contains no
*ud

*

in

a onV
yellow

package. G. A Pan-

Oct. 13. The bride and groom are two of
our most prominent young people, and
have the beat wishes of all. They will reside at Atlantic.
Oct. 26.
CLBuaNTipra:

Don't try to make angel food
use Gold Medal Flour.

A cone FOR

BOG CBOLBRl

1

Bunless you
Biliwda.

Jp

g|\
p|

Jp

I

I

Anodyne

I

LINIMENT

IiJOHNSON’S
CLARION
FURNACES

H|

GREAT
HEATERS.

are

CO-

I thef5rlawood°ankd fcoanlace'

|

BANGOR,

ELDR1DQE,

NOW IS THE TIME
putin.

good results, great
heating efficiency,

Biliousness

durability.

yellowish

WEST BROOKLIN.

Sterling

3 o’clock in the morning she woke up and
Father Flynn-Why don't you haw
being lonesome awoke her husband and yonr pig-sty farther from yonr house,
The
below
of
the
quotations
give
range
began to talk With him. He was angry Googan? Googan— Phat for, your riverInteresting Work Being Done Along
retail prices in Ellsworth.
because she awakened him. Hot words enoe? Father Flynn —Because It is very
the Maine Coast.
It has long been a well known (act that
culminated in the man jumping from bed, unhealthy. Googan-Divil a bit, yoar
Country Prod nee,
the coast of Maine attracts at many nat- Batter.
putting on his oloi.h*s and asserting that rirerence. The pig has never had a sick
a..'5 84')
Creamer?
yer
uralists during the summer months as any
Dairy.25432 he had borne all he could and was going day since he war born.
of
the Atlantic seaboard.
to jump into the river.
part
These (ns.
fresh lsld, per <ios.40
rugged shores have been very productive
SlmrrtiemiRitA.
••-'Vsk.
in their yield of marine life to the scien- Poultry.
Japs Taught Howto Fight.
Chtckeni.2042'
tist.
General Kuropatkin writes entertainfowl.
15
Small colonies of nature students are
ingly in McOlure’a of Japan’s methods of
Bayfound all along the coast, and especially
Best loots,per ton.
15017 preparing for war. He aaya:
at Eastport, Dark Harbor, North Haven,
Baled....16gl6
“In their military school, where I saw a
Straw.
Bar Harbor, and many other
places, and
Spartan system of education, the exercises
Loose.
5(11
their labors have added much to the scien15 of the cadets with pikes, rifles and broadBaled.
Hog Cholera or Swine Plague as it ia
tific knowledge of our fauna and flora.
swords were not approached by anything sometimes called la a
Vegetables.
highly contagious
Many years ago Prof. Aggasiz, of Harof the kind that I had witnessed in Europe disorder.
20 *25 Onion*, a
Potatoes, pk
(4
vard university, spent
many seasons at Turnips, k
02 Parsnips, lb
03 —it was fighting of the fiercest character.
When a hog shows any symptoms of
03 Carrots, lb
02 At the end of the battle there was a handEastport dredging and studying the ma- Beets,
this disease, he should be isolated at onoe
Lettuce, head
C2
05*10 Cabbage, lb
rine life of that place. As far back as 1884 Sweet
to-hand
which
lasted
until
the
combat,
lb
02
02
potatoes,
*03 Squash, lb
and the pen fumigated in order to save the
02 victors stood
naturalists worked along this coast, and
Citron, lb
irimphant over the bodies other hogs if possible.
25
C lery, bunch
their reports form the basis of all more rei
masks,
of
the
and
tore
off
their
vanquished
15 *2u
Cauliflower,
Mix one part Sloan’s Liniment with two
cent studies of this exceedingly rich and
In these exercises, which were very severe^
Fralt,
parts milk in a bottle and give every sick
one
and
interesting faunal region.
cadets
struck
another
the
fiercely
Oranges, dos
25*50 Lemons doa
25(35
hog a tablespoonful of this mixture night
For several seasons J. B. Henderson, jr.,
with wild cries; but the moment a prear- and morning for three days.
Sloan’s
Groceries.
of Washington, D. C., and Dr. H. C. ChapLiniment is a powerful antiseptic, killa
came
was
or
the
given,
signal
fight
raged
cots pet k
k
Rice,
.osg.of
per
all
inflammation
soothes
the disease germs,
man, of Philadelphia, have been engaged
Rio,
.13*.25Vlnegnr, gal
20(25 to an end. the combatants drew themselves and acts as a tonio to the animal.
35 Cracked wheat,
.35
in this work around Frenchman's bay and
Mocha,
in a line and their faces assumed an exA. J. McCarthy, of Idaville, Ind., saya:
85 Oatmeal,perk
.20 up
Java,
on the islands in the
bay. They estab- Tea-per k—
.04 pression of wooden composure.
“My hogs hod hog cholera three days beBuckwheat, pkg
.vs
“In alt the public schools prominence fore we got Sloan’s Liniment, which was
lished a laboratory and have used the
.45(55 Graham,
Japan,
354 was given to military exercises, and the recommended to me by a neighbor who
Oolong,
,M(S* Rye meal,
thirty-five foot cruising boat “Doris,” Sagas—P«r k—
Granulated meal,a 02K scholars took
part in them with enthu- was using it with success. I have used it
OS Oil—per gal—
which belongs to Mr. Henderson, with
Granulate.],
siasm. Even in their walks they practiced now for three days and m v hogs are almost
03 *0614
Tallow, C
88*.70
Linseed,
which to dredge. The boat is in charge of
and sodden, unexpected well. One hog died before I got the Linirunning,
flanking
12
Powdered,
08*ll>
Kerosene,
attacks of one party on another. *The his- ment, bat I have not lost any since.”
Capt. C. B. Mitchell, of Nicolin, who is Molasses per gal
was
Mr. G. W. Balsbaugh, of Peru, Ind.,
of
.85
everywhere made a
tory
Japan
Havana,
familiar with all these waters, and knows
Porto moo,
.50
writes:—“I had four pigs which were
means of strengthening the pupils’
patriotthe sea bottom as well as most men know
in
invinciism
and
their
belief
coughing and were not doing well. I gave
Japan’s
Meats and Provision*.
their own back yards. He has been a very Hoef.k:
bility. Particular stress was laid upon them some of Sloan's Liniment and they
Pork,*.
the
heroes
successful
the
wars,
got better at once.”
20 (30
valuable assistant as an expert collector.
Steak,
18(20 of country’s
Chop,
Sloan’s book on Horses, Cattle, Hoga
them were extolled, and the children 1
10 (23
15 22
Boasts,
Ham, par k
There is a probability that next season
none
of
Japan’s military | and Poultry sent free. Address Dr. Earl
Corned,
08(10
8boulder,
log 11 were taught that
S. Sloan, Boston, Mass.
18
will see much greater activity about Bar
16*25 enterprises had never failed.
Touguee,
Baoon,
Salt
lftg is
Harbor in this work. Already several of Veal:
23 *22
Steak,
Lard,
12*8
the summer colony have developed much
10(,15
Roasts,
Lamb'
interest in the work, notably Alessandro
10*25
Ltmb,
05
Tongues, each
Fabbri, Mrs. William Alexander and
owner
the
of
Iron
Bound
Fresh Fish.
Dwight Blaney,
island.
They have done much in the Cod,
26
06 Claim, qt
06 Scallops, qt
40
way of collecting specimens, and are fre- Haddock,
Halibut
12(18
visitors
at
the
little
quent
laboratory.
15
Smelts, lb
The boat already mentioned is fitted
Flour, Grain and Food.
with all kinds of dredges and other par- Flour—per bbl—
If you keep a bottle
65
Oats, bu
■
5 00 (6 50 Shorts—bag—
110
of Johnson'* Anodyne
aphernalia to gather specimens from the
176
15&®
165
Corn,100kbag
Mix.feed,oag
Liniment handy you
depths of the ocean. For the most part Corn meal,bag
175 Middlings,bagi 50 a 163
^1
M\ needn't suffer. Keep H
That's what
^
1 75
the dredges resemble those used by the Cracked corn,
the bandage well satuH
you need when you get a ^
fishermen in catching scallops. They are
or
a
bum
a
scald.
You
rated with the liniment and
cut,
S;
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
about seven feet long and five feet wide,
can't wait—you must have reliei
wound will soon be
IS
your
▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
with nets of fine mesh. Some of the other
healed.
at once.
■
and
a
shall
bushel
of
Turk*s
Island
salt
pounds,
dredges are equipped with even finer linen welch 70 pounds.
standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
mesh, which is used to catch the smallest InThe
good order an-1 fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
forms of animal life.
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
Another dredge which catches the eye
good order and lit for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of the onserver consists of a piece of iron of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, «
about eight feet long and slightly V- pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 51,
pounds; of carrots, KngHeh turnips, r>e and
shaped; from this hangs a series of small Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips 45 pounds;
is a sure help in time of trouble. If you hare a sprain or strain, a
B
of
barley and buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats
threads or ropes unravelled from large
-H
wrenched knee or ankle, a lame back, sore muscles, lumbago, sciatica,
32 pounds, or even measure as ov agreement.
hawsers; this makes a tangle or snarl
stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, or any other ache or pain, Johnson’s
about five feet long. This drag is used on
S
Anodyne Liniment will rid you of it. Try it. Get a bottle and keep
KftTTKRY TO CARIBOU.
H
it within reach. You're sure to need it.
extremely rough bottom where the other
dredges would catch among the rocks and
Albert Lewis, the well-known Bangor
B
Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act, June 30,1906. Serial number 513
sharp ledges. As this is dragged over the cigar-maker, died last Wednesday night,
Sold everywhere for 25 and 50 cents a bottle
bottom many creatures catch or rather
aged fifty-nine years.
close themselves over the small strands of
L
I. S. JOHNSON a CO., Bonton, Mann.
Patents have been granted to Maine inthe warp and are thus brought to the surventors as follows: S. P. Hasey, North
face.
E.
After a day’s dredging the catch is taken Belgrade, liquid dispensing can; J.
North Berwick, attachable sleighto the laboratory, where the different Hobbs,
runner.
species and varieties of animal life are
At the large saw mill of Lowell A Engell,
sorted and a close study and observation
at East Hampden, fire swept the lumber
are there made of them.
_
Dr. Chapman has done a large part of yards
Monday, burning more than
feet
of
with
prepared pine boards,
the laboratory work in connection with 2,000,000
Mr. Henderson, and their tabulations and a total damage of about $17,000.
You get the full return from the fuel in a
Frank C. Plaisted, a well-known resireports have been a great addition to the
CLARION because the accurate construcsubject. Mr. Henderson has written sev- dent of Bangor, and prominently identition gives absolute control of the fire and
eral
books, has edited many which fied with the Bangor & Aroostook rail- I
every inch of the large radiating surface is
treat on this subject, and is a recognized
road since its inception, died Saturday
directly active.
after a long illness of Bright’s disease.
authority in this line.
These furnaces have simple, smooth turnDr. Chapman, who uses this work as a Mr. Plaisted was fifty-seven years of age.
side line or rather as a “hobby,” is also a
ing, dockash coal grates and deep ash pits.
David G. Wood, aged seventy-three,
recognized authority, and his works and a retired merchant, of Norridgewock, was
Made for coal only and for coal or wood,
findings take a very high standing. He almost instantly killed Friday in an auboth with and without hot water combinhas also studied under Huxley and Haeckel tomobile accident while
riding with his
ation.
and distinguished European naturalists, wife. The
machine skidded in some
Send for circulars.
and occasionally visits the famous labo- sand and was overturned. Mr.
Wood was
ratories at Naples for special research
caught between the heavy frame, and his
w’ork. Most of the collecting thus far has back was broken. Mrs. Wood
WOOD & BISHOP
was only
been done in from ten to sixty fathoms
9lightly injured.
ESTABLISHED 1839.
of water in and around Frenchman’s bay
Pursued by his wife who sought toreand to the eastward.
strain him from his avowed purpose of
MAINE.
“The marine fauna of Maine,” says
into the river, Edward H. GodMr. Hendersou, “is made up in part of a jumping
dard, of Auburn, rushed from his Aouse
Maine.
Ellsworth.
J. P.
Sold
special fauna of its own and in part of an one
nigth last week, and after a long chase
aggregation of more northern forms, eluded the woman in the dark:iess. The
properly belonging to more northern and next morning his
body was found in the
colder waters. Some of these northern
river. Domestic troubles, coupled with a
forms are identical with species found'in
quick temper, were the cause of the tragEurope and throughout the Borrea! and edy. Mrs. Goddard’s
story, told after she
Arctic regions.
had followed her husband more than a
to have that furnace
“At Cape Cod there is a fair divisional
quarter of a mile through the streets in
faunal line owing to the higher temperaher night clothes, is that her husband was
Be sure that it
ture of the water. South of that point,
in a lit of rage when he went away. About
from Cape Cod to Hatteras, is another
its a Kineo, and then
fauna, and from Hatteras, South to Floratitirru'scmcntf
you will he sure of
ida, Antillean species predominate.
The distribution of animal life in depth
is of late becoming better known. It is
found that many creatures living along
the shores and near the low tide markeconomy in fuel and
Labrador and Newfoundland, are
say
Dull headache, furred tongue,
in
of
100
500
to
fathfound living
depths
cast to the whites of
oms off the Massachusetts and Jersey and
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

by

William Hersey, of Boston, formerly of
this place, has been spending his vacation
here. He returned home Friday.

p

••Thurston, of

em-

Miss Laura W. Haynes, who has spent
the season at Seal Harbor, is home.

is at K. L.

West Tremout.

at

H.

Mrs. H. M. Ober has returned from Otter
Creek, where she has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Edgar Walls.

N.

BARTLETT’S ISLAND,
torgt Kay has been in Boston,

a

few

f.

I, spent part

Miss Wilson

have

STUDYING THE SEA BOTTOM.

even

the

Virginia

coasts.

“It would appear that temperature has
much to do with the life economy of marine animals, for the shore waters of Labrador and at the depths of 100 fathoms
or more off our coast are about equally
cold. Going below 500 fathoms into the
abysmal depths of the ocean, 1,000 to 4,00C
fathoms, another aggregation of animal
life is encountered called the .‘deep sea
It is w’orld-wide in extent, foi
fauna*.
everywhere under the equator or ofl
Greenland the bottom temperature of th€
greater depths is about 32 degrees Farhenheit, or one degree below' freezing. The
fact that it does not freeze is accounted
for by the tremendous pressure at that

depth.”
An interesting discovery

was

the eyes, sallow skin, offensive
breath, are all signs that the
liver needs a dose or two of

F. B. AIKEN,

BEECHAMS

Noyes

PILLS
Sold

Everywhere.

& Nutter

2£c.

made this

of a certain land shell peculiar
only to France and Italy, and it was found
thriving heartily on the barren shores ol
Little Duck island, Frenchman Bay. Hdw
did such a colony ever become established
under such changed
so far from home
summer

environment?
The soothing spray of Ely’s Liquid Cream
Balm, uaed in an atomizer, is an unspeakable
relief to sufferers from Catarrh. Some of
them describe it aa a Oodaend, and no wonder.
The thick, foul discharge is dislodged and the
patient breathes freely, perhaps for the first
time in weeks. Liquid Cream Balm contains
all the healing, purifying elements of the
solid form, and it never fails to satisfy. Sold

by all druggists for 75c., including spraying
tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
New York.

Mfg. Co.,

Bangor. Me.

In boxes ICC- and

Mokes Bread thof Combines
HIGHEST
COLOR.
ASK

Agt.,

ELLSWORTH. ME.

FINEST

FLAVOR'.

GREATEST

NUTRITION*

YOUR. GROCER,•

"

COUNTY

9J)r <£U»iuoitb 'American.

They

are

market
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■VERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

catting Christmas

over

Sunday

a

in Penobscot!

large bouquet

trees for the
Think of it!

of blue violets

stood on the desk at the Methodist church
in South Deer Isle. They were picked Oct.

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

IS in

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rolliks. Editor and Manager.

pasture

a

there.

HanRaspberries
W. H. Trrue, Aaaodate Editor.
cock county. Street Commissioner Woodof Ellsworth, brought a cluster ol
•wbacrtptlon Price—$2 90 a year; tlOMordx ward,
months, SO cent* for thr e month*; If raid ; ripe raspberries into The American ofand
cent*
33
strictly in advance, $1 5*, 75
All ar- fice Monday.
reap actively. Single copies 5 eenta.
-earage* are reckoned nt tbe rate of #2 per
Hancock county bids fair to far exceed
Advertising Rate*—Are reasonable and will be its record of last year in number of moose
made known on application
killed. So far reports have come to The
American of ten moose killed in Hancock
Badness communication* shoo'd lie addressed
of open season.
and all checks and monc' » rdets
p*r- county in the first ten day*
are

still

ripening

in

_

to,
aMe

Co,

trk Haucock iocstt Publishing
Ell*worth. Maine.
to

A well-known Ellsworth business

man

and county official was “held-up" on his
This week’s edition of The own door
step Monday night. When he
American is 2,400 copies.
reached home, a small black and white
animal that wasn’t a eat was standing
2.430
Average (or the year of 1907,
guard at the back door. It was the only
door to which be had a key, and there was
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 23. 1908.
no one at home to let him in.
H* didn’t

NATIONAL ELECTION,

fcOB

NOV. 3. 1908.

PRESIDENT,

William H. Taft,
OF OHIO.
FOB VICE- PBE8IDENT,

James S. Sherman,
OP NEW YORE.

Hie fourth district republicans have
nominated Frank B. Guernsey, cf

Dover, congressman-elect, to fill the
■nexpired term of the late Congressman Powers, to be voted for at tbe
special election, Nov. 3.

j

|

gressman, to

be

voted for at

special election Nov. 3, to fill
the unexpired term caused by
death of Congressman Powers.

tbe
out
the

despatch from Portland says
Perdval T. Baxter, of that city, one
of the senators-elect, has withdrawn
from the contest for tbe presidency of
the Senate, and has pledged his support to Hon. L. B. Deasy, of Bsr Harbor, who will, it is now believed, be
unanimously nominated. It is unA

derstood that tbe other senators-elect
from Cumberland county will support'
Senator Deasy. Mr. Baxter had re-!
oeived assurances of support from
several senators, bnt he had become
convinced that a majority of tbe members of the Senate favored tbe election of Mr. Deasy, and so he decided
not to remain a candidate “simply for
the sake of receiving a complimen-

tary vote.”
The National Election.
With a national election less than a
week away, the results of which are
lug with weal or woe for the country,

the passing of the days in

this section
ia accompanied with lees excitement
than bas,
perhaps, attended any
national contest since the war.
This
apparent apathy may be
accounted for partly by the fact that

political

excitement in Maine ceased
with onr September election; partly
by the deep-seated conviction that
there can be hot one outcome of the
struggle— the election of the republican ticket.
It is difficult to believe that the majority of the serious, sober-minded,

rigbt-thinking voters of this country
are to be carried away by the meteoric brilliancy of Mr. Bryan, who has
yet to stand upon the same sort of
platform in two successive campaigns,
who has been “everything by turns
and nothing long”, and who now

represents nearly everything that the
old-time democracy has never stood
for; it is difficult to believe that this
sort of thing can prevail agair st the re-

pulican party with its record of
achievement, and a candidate whose
record of work done is in most striking contrast with bis opponent’s record of what he would do.
Happily ail signs point to the utter
rout of a desperate but determined foe,
and to a continuance of the policies
which have placed this country in the
front rank of nations.
CHURCH NOTES.
OONQ’L, BLLSWOBXH PALLS.
Bet. J. D. Priymore, pastor.
Sunday, Nov. 1—Morning service at
10J0. Sunday school st 11.45. Evening
service at 7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
UNION

MKTHODOT BPISOOPAL.

Itev. W. F. finery, pattor.
Sunday, Nov. 1 Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by Bev. 8. H. Morgan, D.
D., of Boston. Sunday school st 11.45.
Junior league at 3.
Evening service st
7 JO.. Dr. Morgan.
Prayer meeting and bibie study Tueaday
evening at 7 JO.
—

BAPTIST.

Three Hancock County Towns Seek
Annexation to Knox.
A correspondent of the Bangor Commercial reports that three Hancock county
towns
Isle au Haut, Swan’s Island
and Stonington
are
taking steps to
be set off from Hancock county and annexed to Knox county. The Commercial

Recent Addition* to Klltworth's Excellent Public Library.
Tbe following is a list of books recently
added to tbe Ellsworth public library:
Cyclopedia of Architecture, Carpentry
ani Building. 10 voliWorks of Heary Fielding. IS rols.

—

—

correspondent says:
|

Two years ago a petition was presented to
the legislature, signed by nearly every voter
in lale an Haut. asking that the islands incorporated in that town-be set off from Hancock and annexed to Knox. It was referred to
the committee on towns, bnt did not receive
favorable action.
In Stonington. the largest and most important town In
group, having extensive and
diversified business interests, the question is
somewhat more complex, and public sentiment is said to be divided.
The people of Swan’s Island have been
•lower In adopting the idea, bnt their minds
appear now to be made up in ita favor. Oliver
Bowley, now first selectman of Swan's
Island, and representative-elect for that district in the legislature, is expected to champion the measure. The people of Deer Isle
are reported as rather indifferent on the sub-

thi

A WELL-KNOWN
Established

Know,

Betty Wales.

as

INSTITUTION.

National Bank In IMT with

a

a capital ol
Mo,ooo
Chanced to a Treat Company In IOOT with a capital „|
ttim.nnii u, i
surplus of 000,000 aad total resources of s«sr

Novels and Letters of Jane Auatcu. IS vola.
Menace of Privilege.
Henry George Jr
Evolution of Industrial Society, Richard T Ely
John Sparge
Thr Bitter Cry of the Children,
Soils and Fertilisers,
Harry Snyder
John A Ryan
A Living Wage,
Robert Hunter
Poverty.
Richard T Ely
Monopolies and Treats.
The Present South.
Edgar Gardner Murphy
Social Institutions of the Halted States,
James Bryce
Haanla Tuylor
Science of Jurisprudence,
R A Fitsgerald
The Highest Andes.
The Staking of Ireland and It* Undoing,
Alice Stopford Green
Faust.
Coaain Cinderella.
Famous stories Beery

---

lbbttlotmnua.

__

*

*1,000,000

Wj are LARGER AND STRONGER than ever
During the 29 yean of oar existence oar aim hee been
toextendtoour patrons the best possible service (>„,
steady growth is evidence that the Banking Ineti.
tution which throws oat the greatest
safeguards
around ita bueineaa. In order to protect its depositor,
merits the confidence of the pa blie. If you are not
customer of this bonk, ret this bo your
invitation to
become one; our relations will be mutually
profitable

UNION TRU8T

Stephen Phillips
Mr* Beerard Cotes
Child Shoald
H W Msblr
Ward*

ELLSWOUTII.

COMPANY
ME.

*

to

_

The democrats of the fourth Maine
Congressional district have nominated
George M. Hanson, of Calais, for Con-

SEW BOOKS.

Comparison of Candidates.
“This la a campaign of candidates even
dispute possession of that back ject.
The question la
The grounds for asking the legislature to iron than of platform.
door step with the intruder. He finally
succeeded in effecting an entrance by a permit the people of these towns to assume not which candidate la most upright, pawindow.* Then he went gunning, but the political relations with the county with triotic, brave, for both an equally to.
which they now and for a long time have had Both mean
equally well toward their
game had gone and left no scent.
close business relations, are set forth in the
country. The reel question la which canStonington petition, which rends as follows:
didate srlll make the bast President? Mr.
That the national government may soon
To the Legislature of Mains: The undertake a hand in the matter of coast seining signed. citizens of the town of Stonington. Bryan never baa handled a single foreign
respectfully represent that the aforesaid town problem.
He has governed no Philipand weir fishing because of complaint and is
situated fifty miles from Hllsworth, the
trouble in consequence of abandoned fish county seat of Hancock connty: that they pine*. regenerated no Cuba, bnilt no
have no
means of communication
canal, avoided no alien danger, saved ns
weirs, which are dangerous menaces to therewith regular
by land or water: that their nearnavigation. Some steps to prevent the est railroad station is in the city of Rocklsnd, from no threatened peril.
the connty seat of Knox connty, with which
“Mr. Taft has done all. It was he whoe*
indiscriminate building and abandoning
they are connected by daily boat in winter
of weirs will probably be taken. It it re- and by boats making Uro trips per day in counsel President Roosevelt sought at
summer: that Rockland is thmr distributing
every crisis of hi* historic administration;
ported that in future permits for the con- point and trading centre on and
through
struction of fish weirs, a condition requir- which ail travel to and from western towns he who helped avert war when little polimost pass.
ticians and narrow minds would have
ing the removal of the stakes when fishing
In view of these facts, and in order that our
it discontinued will be inserted, and the legal and mercantile business may be con- plunged ue into conflict. It was William
ducted with more expedition and with less
it. ran wnom our rreciaent, wnen condepartment suggests that before any man expense, your petitioners
hereby pray that
be given the right to construct a weir he the aforesaid town may bo net off from Han- fronted with foreign perplexities and with j
cock connty and be annexed to and become a
the awful weight of our ninety million!’
shall furnish a bond that when done fishj
part of the countv of Knox.
for strength j
ing he will remove the stakes.
Naturally toe people of Hancock county welfare on hi* heart, sought
care

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.

WANT TO LEAVE HANCOCK.

GOSSIP.

story which almost parallels that told
of Capt. Gray the Bailor-farmer of Toduy
Food, who is said to carry a compaas oo his
plow to run the furrows straight, comes
from Cranberry Isles.
One sea captain,
who enjoys the proud distinction of owning one of the very fear horses on the
island, got alarmed for fear that be wonid
lose his bearings in the recent smoke, and
on the reracioua accounts of sober citizens,
took the binnacle from the vessel and
strapped it alongside the seat of his wagon,
fearing that the weather might become so
thick that he
wonld loee his bearings
and have to navigate in what was worse
than a fog.
It is currently reported that
he shouts at his team to torn to starboard
or port, instead of the more conventional
land-lubber terms usually employed.
A

Wben thoee wbo pass the summer vacation at delightful Verona para, on the
banks of the Penobscot river, arrive for;
the season of 1909 it won't be quite tbe
same.
Tbe trees will be there, the oiuisngreen waters of the river will roll along
to tbe sea, splashing against the rocky :
abutments of the Prospect mountains
the opposite shore, but there will be no
]
Uncle Peter around tbe grounds to shake
bands and say “Good morning" in
cheerful, low voice which had become so
well-known to ail. Uncle Peter has put 1
away forever tbe cares of this world and I
gone so those who know him flrmtv feel !
—to that better world from which no voyhas returned.
None among toe
ager
happy throngs who bade the kindiv old
gentleman good-bye wben the leaving dav
csme this fall thought for an instant that
within a few short weekB be would be no
more, and that another year they would
mise him as no one who ever has been
around the
camp-grounds has been
missed. Peter Abbot, of Verona, was born
there more years sgo than some of our
mo,h»rs and fathers can count. He lived
tuere all bis life, and from one end of the
island to the other was known and respected of ail men. W hen they started to
build Verona Park camp-ground, he be- ;
came interested in the work, and to bis
last days was one of its active workers.
He wjs there most of the time during the ;
summer from earlv serine until 1«m> fail
During the busy weeks of the Besson he !
stayed there all the time. In years, he was I
an old man.
In spirit, he was the youngest man on the ground.
To him the
young folks went when they bad a plan
for amusement.
He was always
with
them. Older ones might be against their
plans, but they could always depend upon
Uncle Peter to vote their way. “I was
young once, myself,” said he to the writer
one day, a couple ot years
ago, when some
of the
ware objecting to a dancing party which was to bo held. “I liked
to dance, and I guess I haven’t got so old
but what I would like to shake a leg a
bit,
now, if they only weren’t getting a bit too
stiff.”
Children were his delight.
He
couldn’t keep a penny in his pocket if
there was a youngster on the grounds. One
summer in particular there was a
bevy of
about fifteen little
and boys, all leas
than eight yeara of age.
Wherever you
saw Uncle Peter, you found these little
folks. They were at his heels from the
time he got around in the morning antil
they donned their nighties, said the evening prayer and curled up in their little
beds and went to sleep.
He kept them
supplied with “all-day suckers”, and
other forme of candies.
To them. Uncle
Peter was the shining light of the park.
Ot recent years, during the
season, thev
have held weekly dances at the pavilion
on
the park.
Uncle Peter was always
there and one of the interesting sights was
to see him dancing with his
granddaughter who was only half a dozen years old.
A good man and a true one; a man who
has done his part to make the world better and its people happier, has
passed

on!

j
that!
i

cottagers

girla

away.—Leictsfon Journal.

Hopeless.
Brooklyn Eagle, Ind. dem.

Congressman has said that Taft
ia running on and Bryan from hia record, which is not gaady, but neat. As
a condensation, it ia perfect.
Aa a
truth, it ia unimpeachable. Aa an epit
ia
igram,
susceptible of no Improvement, bat Hr. Bryan ooald do worse.
In fact, he could do no better. For,
A

the faater he runs from the iaeues he
haa taken and dropped, the farther
he will get away from them, and—too
far he cannot get. At the same
time,
it is worth bearing in mind that one
of his present propositions it to bring
book calamity by exterminating all
the large corporations, which is to say
what he now advocates ia aa witless

Ess. P. A. A. Killam, pattor.
Sunday, Nov. 1—Morning service at
10J0. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.46. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7. Evening service 7JO.
as the silver lunacy.
There are hopes
for those who change from bad to
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7 JO.
good, bat oone for those who go from
OOHOBBOATIOHAL.
bad to worse.
Ess. E. B. Mmthmot, pattor.
service
st
Nov.
1—Morning
Sunday,
Talent ia the capacity of doing anything
10J0. Sunday school at 11.46. Evening which
depends upon application and inservice 7 JO.
dustry, and it is a voluntary power, while
JO.
at
7
genius ia involuntary.—Hasiltt.
Prayer meeting Friday evening

movement.

ClUiSpllUliWX.

of the Eastern Trust & Banking
Company shows
that the people realize that it is a Safe and

Con-

servative Banking Institution. Your account
invited with assurance of satisfaction in everv

ij

transaction.

EASTERN TRUST ft BANRING CO
OANGUB,
MAINE.
Capital. mt7S.000.00.
Surjtlu. uud Profits EIRNED, #410.1.-,! <;■>
Deponl'a, over ma.a4j.Ooo.OO

Maine Msu Prosper* la the West.
?o*r Townsend, Wash., Oct. 17, 1908.
To ths Editor of The American;
fairs.
He never conducted the eor»»rnTWIOd-Par o erTAadehiT^
dren make money cutting balsam flr
As I was traveling through Che farming ment of a city, a county, a state or a us- *
BMpinmM fuM he made by boat.
wig*
section of Jefferson county, Wash., a few tion.”
Wr.te at once for psrticulsrs.
P»»« Pf"*
Wood BuiNUng. New York City.
“Let no man denounce Mr. Bryan. Bach Co..
days ago, I called at a fine farm house for
a
drink of water, and, in conversation men are necessary to human progress.
with the owner, I learned his name was Always such men have been the voice of a
Richardson from Beech Hill, Mount Des- protest, out never the siaicameu oL a j
ert, Maine. I got my drink of water, but ciuse. Always they have oeea the urgent TITK WANT YOU
FOB A
POLICY*
HOLD r.R in the Equitable Life Ansar*
IT
did not leave nntii twenty-four hours of reform bu; never the do.ra of the work.
M'C* Wocse'v
TV m
«»op *’ar -i*d uio*t
as
I
was
the
man
first
he
had
seen
Four
in
hi*
own
horns, paying lller*l'y p«tr»n* et «t e insurance company
later,
years ago,
tonaai divifr m Hancock county since he left there tribute to bis character and mi #d. I .-ailed operating ia the >»a»e Us dsy.
de nds under all puller *urms
Look up local
in ’62, and you may imagine there were a him a dreamer who b*u >ld* happy visions •gent or cnmmunici e dtr*c with the mana*
to* the Stave. F.
H. Uaxslto.*. Portbut achieves no useful deed.
Hi* is the grr
good many questions for me to answer.
land. Me.
George Richardson left Mount Desert in mind that thinks of the birren field bend1882, came around the Horn in a Newbury- ing with grain; hut hi* is not the ploughport schooner. Robert Stevens was mate, men's hand, the sowers* craft or the
fames Newbury and Levi Hamblin were gleaner’s husbandry.
tailors —these three were from Bass Har“William H. Taft is of the Prilgrim stuff
bor. After coasting a few years on this
his is the wisdom that makes the ideal
mast, Mr. Richardson took up land in vision a living fact. Tried in every realm
around bO to look after oar business
Island county. Wash., and now it is a of goverment, tested in every department
in this county.
Speaial inducement
this
C. R. Bean A Co.
month,
permanent.
ine town named “Richardson” after the of statesmanship, he never yet has failed.
Nurserymen.Mancbetier, Coon.
Beech Hill boy. He is now located at He is s skilled seaman of statesmanship
juilcene, Jefferson county. He was of- who takes his reckoning by the fixed stars
JFor firm.
fered |30,000 for his farm a short time ago, of human nature and experience not an
TENEMENT
Cripp** boa**, la
but he says it is his home and he will stay uncertain astrologer casting absurd horofine condition
Stable optional, or could
where he is.
arrange to let whole house to responsible
scopes from imaginary signs and symbols.
for tertn of years.
Inquire of J. H.
He has ten horses, twenty-flve cows,
“And not once on all his voyages has party
niimiAS. Ellsworth, or E. A. Cairmw. 04
pigs, geese, hens and fruit in abundance, tbe reckoning be has made been wrong; Massachusetts avenue, Boston. Maas
f enjoyed myself going with him through not once has a single horoscope that Mr.
bis orchards, and seeing the men milk the By ran b&s cast been right.”
Asst.
twenty-five cows, the milk going into tbe
Ellsworth and Ni*
teparator. The cream goes to the creamery
Tbe best man noticed that one of tbe
colin, dark g een si'k umhrella, Suitable reward,
md the milk to the pigs. Mr. Richardson
tie.uru to ohi-•* Bar Harbor A
a
wedding guests,
gloomy-looking young Unton River Power Co.
is like most Maine men—his latch string
man, did not seem to be enjoying himself.
is always on the outside.
He was wandering about as though be had !
2’oiui*.
lost his last friend. Tbe best man took it j
I have seen by the Maine
that
NOTICE.
papers
upon himself to cheer him up. “Er~ have j
Hancock county has redeemed itself and
undersigned announce* *o the people
you kised the bride?” he asked, by way of
ot Bluehii: and vicio!
ii vt thereafter i
elected a r ‘publican sheriff. In electing introduction. “Not
tbe be will give bis entire *•»«• Men to the prac- :
lately,”
replied
Mr. Silsby you have not only elected a reof law. He practice* in alt federal, wtaie
gloomy one with, a far-away expression. Lice
and
courts
w
in *l»inth the single
county
publican, but yon have elected a man. I
reception of the proba’e court for Hancock
had tbe pleasure of serving as
county. All legal nra.ters intruded to him
deputy
Th« Wanamaker S ora.
will receive prompt All n*iou.
sheriff with Mr. Silsby for a number of
John Wanamaker announces the extension
Bluehill. Oct. 28. a. d. 1908
years, and I know he is a man who will do of the territory in which that great store will
Eowahd E. Chau.
right without fear or favor. If you should prepay mail, express, or freight charges on
be so unfortunate as to have a republican goods purchased there. The new extension
gUKrtlsmmts,
rumsetler in your county, he will receive includes every town in Maine, and it will
mean a big saving to readers of The Ameritbe same treatment as the
as
democrat,
can.
Mr. Silsby thinks more of his honor than
lUv* Wanamaker store began business in
of the almighty dollar.
Philadelphia forty-aeven years ago. It has
I was very glad that Maine elected realways been famous for giving full money's
publican governor and congressmen, and worth to Us customers, but it has never done
I am sure she will give Taft a good
major- auy of the catchpenny things, so often pracity. Our little state of Washington in ticed, to bring trade to itself.
For a number of years the policy of thl
1896 gave Bryan 12,193 plurality; in 1901 it
house has been to prepay charges on goods
gave Roosevelt 73,142, and on the third of
November we will give Taft a good ma- delivered within a hundred miles of New
York city. New this plan has been enlarged
Yours truly,
jority.
and the free delivery route of the house inW. C. Moose,
cludes all towns in the New England states.
Custodian Fort Townsend.
New York, Pennsylvania and New
Jersey.

BTLf»AM~FIB_
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Agnes Sparling, wbo

been serving
is postmaster here lor the
past twentylour years, has resigned, and Ueorge R.
Hadlock, representative to the last legislature, will probably receive the appointment. Mr. Hadlock has
already taken out
the necessary papers, including bonds.
The new postoMce will be established in
the new cottage Hr. Hadlock ia now building, next to the church.
^

has

BLUEH1LL.

Batnrday afternoon, Oct. H, the rsUel
sorps ladies will Beet at their room lor
the purpose of tacking path. A
picnic
served at 5JO
'“PP" »iu
to
ehich the post members are invitsd.

o’cltick,

Cannot be Cared
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There Is
only
>ne way to cure deafness, and that is
by conitttutlooal remedies. Deafness is--* by
in inflamed condition of the
mucous 11 nine of
the Eustachian Tube. When thi. tnbTi. lS'
yon have a rumbling sound or Imperfect lieerin*, and when it la
entirely closed.
Deafness Is the result, and unless the InflamDeafness

mation can be taken out and this tube restored
to Its normal condition, hearing will be de■troyed forever; nine cases out of ten are
mused by Catarrh, which U ahthlbg but an
Indanmd condition of the
W*
°“* Hundred Dollars for any
:ase of Deafness (caused
by catarrh) that eaamt be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
lor oirealars, free.
C.H**»** * CO., Toledo. O.
cm
Bold
by Druggists, 76c.
Take Hail’s ramiiy Pills for constipation.

TiSjST*

j

The New York business of John Wsuamaker dates from November. ISM. when the
old A T. Stewart atore was purchased and
the historic business built up again at Broadway and Tenth street.
Within the last few
years a magnificent new atore building has
been erected on the block below the old
Steward store, and the two buildings combined now compose the new
Wanamaker'a,
giving a floor apace of thirty-two acre* in
which the great business is conducted.
The firm invites you to send for the new
tall and winter catalogue, which will be
mailed free upon request—Ade*.

»uc£Ss3a£
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ONE DAY ONLY

Tuesday, Nov. 10.
PARLORS AMERICAN HOUSE,
ELLSWORTH.
OFFICE HOUSE:

FROM • A. M. UNTIL

Legal Notitu
STATE OF MAISt
To 'h« Honorable, ihe
Judge o( the p..h„^
wr lo and *or 'hecfonir of
u..r/u>b

JL\

II- dgkti.-s. o Lsmoi t. m said mmi*
and ^'diaE
T- Holt Huci, Herbert G Hods ha
• oil Helen
tnev m
at InwI'T b. In differ, nt
.t.tV, *

Hodskfrs<I'barleth.Hodgkia

Hrdgkln,"hat

Hodgkii.a.,'veoi Un».i.,

H.i cock, deceeaei*.
count, of H.nock

K

ft
“rLdil

,c

ho lei- -.11 Ml.til.ii
d,
ed

cjr5
1

por.ioo "IPorc.pl.
p,, Thwii
Hancock.coi

c*’*' ,B f •rnch’nin
O 'ildaboro. io««id county of

t inioa un« aid one ha f
acres, more or In
aoo Being *be asm# part o said
island u|

*cribet1 maor.d f...ui Chel-e* W.
Hod* kb
to t-runci* U Hodgkins. «t.d
recordedinll
registry of de*dv lor sa:d Hancock cai
'»»• *W. P«ge 3*h.
Ala> one undivided half part of Thuok-i
ln K«ncbu.en s Bay, Ton
(Jo u Ida boro, tit said
county vf Haucock. I*
the owcers of aaid real estate cannot di<M
eopnrate interests without ioaa.
r°®r Petitioner pray s that Fra
Id- Hodgkins or vorue other suitable
periN
authorized to sell said real estate at nil
•ale and distribute the proceeds, after
pad
said
espenaea. among
beirs-at law accord*
to their respective rights therein.
Dated this fifth day of October, a. d. UK
Kmartk L. Hopcsm.
STATE OF MAIXK.
I
Hakcoc* sa—At a probate court held
Ei. a worth, in aud for said
county of HancM
on the slstb day of October, to the
year
our Laird one thousand nine hundred a

*?^\,oc*4‘Id

°*«be*r
*;bV*£?rr

eight.

On the
foregoing petition ordered: Ji
notice thereof be gtvt-n to ail persons ink
eated. by causing a copy of said petition a
this order thereon to be published tki
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Am
can. a newspaper published at Ellsworth
•aid county, the (irst publication being
least thirty days prior to December 1, a
1101. that they tuav appear at a prokfl
court to be held at Buck sport, in and!
aaid county, on Aaid first day of Decent
a. d. IMS, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,!
show cause, if any they have, why thepraj
of the petitioner should not be granted.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Jud»e of Probata
A true copy of the original petition wi
order of court thereoc
Attest:—T. F. Mahojiit. EefiaUf

NOTICE or roKKILOSlEk.
Howard H. Blaisdell.of B
Hancock connt) 8t*t«
mortgage deed, dated thttw
ty second day of December, a d. IW.Mdi
corded in Hancock registry of deeds.boon
page 513. conveyed to Fred H. Osgood.
Ellsworth, Hancock county. Maine, a cert
lot or parcel of land, with the builan
thereon, situate at East Orland, county
Hancock, State of Maine, bounded ana
scribed as follows, to wit
Beginning at the road at WUlianiPM
inf’s north line; thtnce south aiity
Pickerings landtsi
green eaat by said
ro<lS; thence north twenty-four degrttij
sixteen rods; thence north sixty-two deg
west fourVeen r«*d»; thence southerly uyi
road sixteeu rods to pla^e of beginning.«
■
talcing one acre and forty eight rods,
or leas.
m
Being the same premises conveyed
bert Blaisdell bv John P. BlaisdeU.*
rt sm
September, a. d. IStf. aud recorded doo»«
cock county registry of deeds,
aM
page >17.
Being same premises conveyed to me. ^
ard H. Blaisdell. by Annie M.
Blanche E. Porter, Sadie B Haney,
Dnnhar. Helen Blai‘dell, (.eorge A.
Archie W. Haney and John A.
their deed dated August 2Y a. d. one
nine hundred and three, and
B
Hancock county registry of deeds.
inort|WB
And where**
page 4W.
sold and assigned by said Fred H.
the undersigned. Joseph M Bray. J
aignment dated October it. a.ofd.deeds, B
corded in Hancock registry
page 371. and where** the condition
mortgage has been broken. n0*
reason of the breach of the condition
I claim a foreclosure of said
oi
tb
Dated this tweutyeighth day
J K p®
a. d 1908.
w r. I'ontry.
Or land.
WHEREAS
Maine, bi nia

...

tnre^

BIsmJV
recor^m

«aid_

uwjB

"„nlu|
“ort*, ckuM

awraJ

aubacrioer nereoy
he ha* been duly appoint*
of the last will and testament of
of
PRISCILLA O. TORREY. late

THE

HARBOR.
J
county of Hancock. deC**tf aid
being required by the term*'JJnl| thfl
Ail persons having demand* *g to pd®
tate of said deceased are
in the

the same for settlement,
thereto are requested to
Rodxsic
mediately.
Winter Harbor. Oct 16.1908-

ayn>entM
L'tomM

^

4 P. M.

9Efe6fftUKIRf!Ktflb

TEACHERS

INCREASING

BUSINESS

and wisdom; and it it William H. Taft,
j
more tnao
<ui/ xU4U e.cr called to the j
Maine Farmer* Almnane.
leadership of the American people, who I The
Maine Farmers Almanac for 1909 ia
has had the beat training, the widest ex- j
out, with it* usual maaa of intereating inperieoee and the wisest teaching to fit him
formation. It is published by Charles E
for that gioron* but anrim* task.
Nash A Son, of Augusta.
“In domestic affairs Mr. Br.vin hss written not one law, administered not % single
OTantrfc.
d?*wrtment, advised no President- while
lecturing wit. He is a preacher of rigbt- T>)TAT^»P«—W'l! hny » 000 hu«b*la of poUUM»,
ti B. f'BiLLiPs, Ellsworth. Me.
eousn^s**. bat no: an administrator of af- i X

will be somewhat adverse to losing any of its
territory, and particularly such an important
aiA hustling town as Stoningt n. and may be
depended upon to put up a sharp argument
in opposition to favorable action regarding
the

THE LARGE and

WASTED

for winter vacancies. Apply
to EASTERN TEACHERS’

We mana facta re e pair of glasses for fii.00
which with
ihe examination that we five, canaot be da*® ‘Uy *>y knjon. la the
bn.i-

!hi

f.Kld*

?.‘.c*t*d
»bo«U

optical

la tb. United Mata.
«.?*“•
tt4**
ths «T«ft».
«n« as wo do. If

fitted to glances by others, you
yoa
**“bow yoa have to
tell the optician what yon
l^eraloand
aot fit that way, bat take the

***• wrer

been

AGENCY, Deer Isle, Me.
Good positions now open.
SSSro^^nL^ hn"to°nTh.*dl“T

REAL

I

E8TATE.
It you want w
or other

property

Kl] ,^uaB

reale«*jm

Brunswick.
lw»
etly Register ot
Issd County.
St..

■

~

OOlfT SUFFER WITH HEADACHES.

Special Ratios.
MOT1C&.
annul Muting of tho Mockholder* of
the 8allinn Harbor Wator Company
b* hold at tho tfloc of Dan bar
BalllTU. Huoock coast,. Main, os Weduada,, tb, tth da, of Ifoeembor. a. d. mh, at
I o’clook In th, afternoon, for th. purpoaeof
electing a board of director, of mid company
ud to net upon u, other bull no. which
nu, legally oom, bclorc Mid meeting.
Ter ardor,
Wn. O. bmikt.
Clerk of nld Company,
Dated toi, Mth da, of October, a. d. UQS.
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L W. AUSTIN. Dwt A,
BalMcribe

for

EllswgB

The

Am«B

iorney-General H. E. Hamlin and County‘SMtrtiMmntta.
SttittniBOtt.
Attorney Wood appeared for the State.
Baldaasari, wLo is twenty-five years of
for the ftge, shot and instantly killed his brother
--X-._
FINAL adjournment
Antonio at their camp on Crotch island,
List of Candidates nominated to be voted for in the County of Hancock, November !1, J908.
term YB8TERDAY.
Stonington, on July 21 last.
for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying a list of candidates or specimen Ballet —Jive to one hundred dollars fine.
Through his counsel, Bal^assari pleaded 1’ena'ty
PLEADED GUILTY
BALDA88ABI
FRANK
to manslaughter, which plea waa
gritty
SENAND
TO MANSLAUGHTER
ARTHUR I. BROWN, Secretary of State.
accepted by the State. In moving for senTENCED TO TEN YRARS IN
Hamlin retence, Attorney-General
PRISON.
STATE
viewed briefly the circumstances of the To vote a Straight Ticket, mark a Cross X in the Square over the Party name.
To vote a Split Ticket, mark X in the

HANCOCK

S, J. COURT.

...

case
THR COCBT.

Justice

Presiding

—

Lucilios A.

Embbt,

Ellsworth.

and the evidence which tbe State

prepared to produce.
Counsel for respondent

produced

Square

was

the

over

Party

name,

erase

printed

in list under X and fill in

name

new name.

six

witnesses who testified as to tbe good
character and peaceable conduct of the
respondent during his residence in Stonington. Mr. Hurley outlined the evidence
they were prepered to produce to show
that Prank Baldaasari was not the aggressor in tbe quarrel with his brother,
and was acting on the defensive when he
killed him. While counsel for respondent
Stenogrupher-B. D. Shall. Portiund.
Messenger— Hamlin Haddocks, Ellsworth. did not believe a jury would convict him
of murder, they recognised their responCourt finally udjnurned for tbe October sibility in the matter, and realized that
term yesterday afternoon. The disposi- there was a chance of conviction on the
tion of the Baldasaan murder case with- murder charge.
Chief Justice Emery, in passing senout trial, and the setllsment of several
important cases assigned for trial on the tence, said he appreciated what counsel
civil docket, materially shortened the most feel as to their responsibility, but he
believed that responsibility had been
term.
A Urge number of oases cams off ths well discharged on both sides. The priscivil docket—148 in ell. There were sev- oner was in great danger of conviction for
enty-six Judgments or vardiots, eleven di- murder; he believed counsel for respondvorces decreed snd two denied, and flfcy- ent acted wisely in advisilfg the plea of
aix entries of .neither party, or dismiseed. manslaughter, and that counsel for the
State acted wisely in accepting the plea.
There were 122 new entriee.
“But if the responsibility of counsel was
The criminal docket, with the exception
of the Baldassari murder ease, was cleaned great,” Justioe Emery continued, “how
and court much greater now is mine. I must deterup last Wednesday afternoon,
mine how many years to take out of this
took a recess until Monday.
Several jail sentences were imposed. young man’s life. I have to bear in mind
Frank Lawrenoe, ths Indian who broke two considerations—restraint upon this
into cottages at Green Lake and Phillips prisoner, and security of tbe public.
“I must assume from the plea and its acLake, was sentenced to two years in Stats
prison. Chester Bunker, for breaking, ceptance by the State, that there was no
entering and larceny, was sent to Bangor malice in the killing, and by tbe same plea
E. A. Jewell, of I must assume that tbe killing was not
work jail for a year.
Bar Harbor, received a jail sentence on justifiable.”
Clerk-Joas F. Knowlton, Ellsworth.
H. Wood, Bsr
County Attorney—Cassias
Hsrbor.
Sheriff—Byron H. Mayo, Ellsworth.
Critr_bums Loach, Bucksport.
Deputies—Bcukb Luach, Bucksport; David
v. casnuy. Ellsworth; Jambs 8. Fbbnald,
B. Wbhsthh,
Bluehlll;
John
Tremont:
jcf.pH H. Eaton. StoBlncton.

REPUBLICAN.

DEMOCRAT.

PROHIBITION.

SOCIALIST.

INDEPENDENCE.

TAFT AND SHERMAN.

BRYAN AND KERN.

CHAFIN AND WATKINS.

DEBS AND HANFORD.

HISdEN AND (WAVES.

For Electors of
President and Vice-President.

For Electors of
President snd Vice-President.

For Electors of
President snd Vice-President.

For Electors of
President and Vice-President.

For Electors of
President and Vice-President.

Charles H.

Jeremiah G.

Randall,

of

of
Darias H.

Benjamin F. Cleaves,

Maddocks,
of Boothbay Harbor.

DIVORCES

DECREED.

1705.

The following divorces were decreed
during the term:
Celia M. Peach, libellant, vs. Willism E.
Peach, for adultery. E. 8. Clark for libel-

1708.

lant.

Redman N. Grant, libellant, vs. Ella M.
utter desertion. H. L. Crabtree for libellant.
Savilla J. Thurston, libellant, vs. George
W. Thurston, for intoxication.
8. P.
Mills for libellant.
George H. Richards, libellant, vs. Lottie
M. Richards, for utter desertion. E. 8.
Clark for libellant.
Edith V. Tower, libellant, vs. Harvey L.
Tower, for cruel and abusive treatment.
E. 8. Clark for libellant.
Edgin G. Frost, libellant, vs. Addie M.
Frost, for adultery. L. F. Giles for libellant.
Hannah N. Bowden, libellant, vs. Harvey
N. Bowden, for utter desertion. W. C.
Conary for libellant.
Mina F. Turtelotte, libellant, vs. Herchel
H. Turtelotte, for intoxication. D. E.
Hurley for libellant.
William E. Kenniston, libellant, vs.
Emma H. Kenniston, far utter desertion.
C. H. Wood for libellant.
Vyra L. Thompson, libellant, vs. George
A. Thompson, for utter desertion. C. H.
Wood for libellant.
Charles Harmond, libellant, vs. Lavinia
Harmond, for utter desertion. O. P. Cunningham for libellant.

Grant, for

1707.

1708.

1711-

Frederick W.

Hugh R. Chaplin,

John S. Williams,

1715.

Frank Baldaasari, indicted for murder,
arraigned yesterday forenoon. He
was represented
by D. E. Hurley, of Ellsworth. rnd E. P. Murray, of Bangor. At-

1716.

was

‘AobfrUscmtius
1718.

State

va.

SQUARE

G.

»

sentence
{irison

hours.

or

“Mi-o-na tablets are truly great for
anyone that has stomach trouble. I
cannot

praise

they
Jhat
w. D.

them too

highly

tor

have done for me.”—Mrs.

Bannett, Bucksport,

Me.

1748.

4744.

on

other three.

State va. Earl Young, breaking, entering and larceny. Continued on personal recognisance in aum of $100.
State vs. Elvin Young, breaking and
entering. Pleaded guilty. Continued
for sentence.

■r

Anna.]

a delightful sensation of comfort.
Porsay that the Flexible Welt feels like noas
and
potted jurt fully
satisfactorily as would
ess

and

to

maximum of comfort combined with true
to sec this Flexible Welt Shoe.
a

MARRIED.
BILLINGS-BILLINOS-At Bucksport, Oct
20, by Rev Wm Forsyth, Miss Hattie P
Billings, of Penobscot, to Elmer E Billings,
of Orland.
BUTLER-PREBLE-At Sullivan, Oct 24, by
F A Noyes, esq, Miss Flossie Butler, of
North Sullivan, to Alfred E Preble, of Hancock.
BUNKER-YOUNG-At Winter Harbor, Oct
24, by Rev E S Drew, Miss Clara H Bunker
to Nathan C Young, both of Gouldsboro.
GILES—HAYNES-At Ellsworth, Oct 26, by
Rev S W Sutton, Miss Helen M Giles to Fred
P Haynes, both of Ellsworth.
LOWRIE-KINGMAN-At Eastbrook. Oct 17,
by Rev Harry W Rowe, Miss Edna C Lowrfe to Harold A Kingmau. both of Eastbrook.
McDOUGALL—HOPKINS—At Bar Harbor,
Oct 17, by B E Clark, esq, Mrs Dora S MeDougall to Lester C Hopkins, both of Bar
Harbor.
MORRELL—LAWRENCE-At
Bar Harbor,
Oct 22, by Rev Carl N Garland. Mrs Edna
Mor rell to Abbott F Lawrence, both of Taunton, Mass.
QUINN—PAINE-At Bar Harbor, Oct 20, by
Rev Charles F McKoy. Mrs Grace Quinn to
of Bar Harbor.
Wesley T
PREBLE—LURVBY—At Cranberry Isles, Oct
25, by Rev C B Bowler, Mrs E T Preble, of
Isles, to Ezra D Lurvey, of SouthCranberry
west Harbor.
STEVENS-WHITE-At West} Gouldsboro,
Oct 17, by W J Merritt, esq, Miss Violet
Steveus. of Cherryfield, to Roy F White, of
North Sullivan.
TERESA-SPURLING-At Bar Harbor, Oct
24, by Rev J D O’Brien, Miss Mary Teresa, of
Bar Harbor, to Ernest W Spurling, of Cranberry Isle».

[
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n.

I

beauty

C. ILtm Mornng,

1

|
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ELLSWORTH, ME.

Paiue.jboth

CommiMum fHetrijants.

WINDSOR HOTEL
J

;

j

AND SQUASH.

Midway between Broad St. Station
and Heading Terminal on Filbert St.

European. $1

DIED.
ABBOTT—At Verona, Oct 12, Peter Abbott,
aged 76 years, 8 months, 13 days.
BEAN—At East Sullivan, Oct 19, Henry James
Bean, aged 51 years.
BRENTON—At Hancock, Oct 25, Catherine S.
infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Christopher
Brenton, aged 9 days.
GRINDELL-At Ellsworth. Oct 26, E Parker
Grindell, aged 73 years.
HANEY—At Penobscot. Oct 25. Ellen M, wife
of John P Haney, aged 67 years.
HEATH—At Verona, Oct 23, Miss Emma J
Heath, aged 18 years, 4 months, 4 days.
MURCH—At Ellsworth, Oct 24, Mrs Sarah
Ann Murch, aged 79 years, 3 months 13 days.
SEARLS—At Bar Harbor, Oct 23, Mrs Susan
R Searls, of Chelsea, Mass, aged 67 years, 8
months.
WARDWELL-At Penobscot. Oct 20, Mrs
Louisa Wardwell. aged 60 years.

POTATOES! APPLES

Manager.

W. T. BRUBAKER.

per

c!ay

and up.

American. $2.50 per
and up.
Tit**

only moderate riced hotel of repu

lation

!

day

and consequence

tu

PHILADELPHIA.

3

ji

We charge the lowest price
for selling the above, $7 and
S10 a car, and obtain full market price. Write for particulars.

—

| Providence

Brokerage Co.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

POULTRY WANTED.

HYDE, WHEELER CO,

(Established 184J4)
Bostoii, Mass.

41 North Market 8t
Can

StforaiMSBWiis

get top market prices and will
make prompt returns for

VEAL LAMB

POULTRY

|

EGGS

Butter and Farm Produce.

For the
Children

|

f

of Frankfort.

j

for women to whom ordinary
ifortable. It is the La France
: illustration below shows in a
shoe is.
markable ease, thus adapting itself to
particularly when walking,

WEBB—At Stonington, Oct 19, to Mr and Mrs
Frank L Webb, a son.
WOOD—At Stonington, Oct 20, to Mrfand Mrs
Edmund C Wood, a son. [Norman Clark.]
WOODS-At Bluehill. Oct 21. to Mr and Mrs
Charles O Woods, a sou.

StturtitKruMav

Bunker and Earl
entering and larceny.

Curtis,

S.f

MOON—At Ellsworth, Oct 25, to Mr and Mrs
Albert G Moon, a son. [Herbert Lester.]
NEWMAN—At Stonington, Oct 18, to Mr and
Mrs Willard I Newman, a daughter. [Doris

will round out the show’.

Chester

Young, breaking,
the
Parcher
A.
Nol prossed.
Druggist, will Give | 1719. State vs. Frank Baldassari, murder. ArA
l'*»ur Money Back If
raigned Oct. 27.1 Pleaded guilty to
INK*
Not
MI-O-NA
manslaughter; plea accepted by State.
Cn"
Sentence, 10 years in State prison.
DEAL?
1720. State vs. Sarah Bernardini, common
nuisance. Capias issued.
That’s the squarest kind of a square 1721. State vs. Lillian M. Church, adultery.
deal as every fair-minded man knows.
Nol prossed.
But G. A. Parcher can afford to 1726. Stated. Daniel A. Herlihy, common
make this offer because he knows that
seller. Capias to issue.
Mi-o-na tablets are a worthy stomach 1727. State vs. Daniel A. Herlihy, common
back
makers
will
and
the
that
nuisance. Capias to issue.
remedy,
op the generous offer.
1728. State va. Daniel H. Herlihy, common
And so we say to all readers of THB
seller. Capias to issue.
Ellsworth American suffering or 1729. State va. Arthur Hunton, common
with
selldt. Capias to issue.
siling
any stomach trouble, try
Mi-o-na. It haa such a mighty ana 1730. State vs. Eddie Jewell, common nuipowerful influence on the stomach
sance.
Arraigned Oct. 21. Pleaded
that it immediately refreshes and reguilty. Continued for sentence.
1781. State va. Hfldie Jewell, single sale. Arlieves, then invigorates and cures.
It strengthens the stomach walls,
raigned Oct. 21. Pleaded guilty. Conputs the stomach in Such perfect continued for sentence.
dition that it can digest food without 1782. State vs. Eddie Jewell, common seller.
ain or other distressing symptoms,
Arraigned Oct. 21. Pleaded guilty. Cont cures by
tinued for sentence.
removing the oause, and it
removes the oause Bfl times in a hun- 1788-4-5-6. State va. Frank Lawrence, breakdred.
ing, entering and larceny. Arraigned
Oct. 1». Pleaded guilty to four indictA large box of Ml-o-na tablets only
Sentence. 2 years in State
ments.
costa SO oenls, and relief will come in
on one indictment; continued

IS THIS

Silas P.
of Lewiston,

Idfclla.j

Laugh,” comedy juggler, Harry Bree,
vocal comedian; Ina Claire, comedienne
and mimic, and new kinetogra phpictures

guess she’s either improving or we’re getting used to it. I don’t know w’hich.

of Madison.

Joseph S. True,

CLEMENT-At Ellsworth. Oct 15, to Mr at.d
Mrs Grrin M Clement, a daughter.
COFFRON—At Ellsworth, Oct 16, to Mr and
Mrs Thomas H Coffron, of Bar Harbor, a

which is one of the hits of the season.
Julius Tannen returns after an absence
of more than a year. He will have his accustomed bunch of new material.
The Six American Dancers, an act in
a class by itself; Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Barry and company in Mr. Barry’s new
rural skit, “At Hensfoot Corner;” Sam
Elton; “The Man Who Made the Shah

Bangor jail.

Norway.

George T. Meserve,

Saunders,

of Auburn.

Her

playing?

Chester Bunker, breaking, entering and larceny. Arraigned Oct. 21.
Pleaded guilty.
Sentence, 1 year in

of

Freeport.

of Lubec.

Warren,

daughter.

of town ordinance; from Western HanWEST TRENTON. #
cock municipal court. Nol prossed on
of King’s Daughters and
The
Gift
society
of
and
costs
$15
$10.
payment
I
State vs. E. A. Jewell, single sale; from Sons will hold its annual sale and supper
Bar Harbor
municipal court. Ar- at Evergreen hall Thursday, Nov. 5.
S.
raigned Oct. 21, pleaded guilty. SenOct. 26.
of
fine
$50 and costs $15, and
tence,
for
30
in
days
county
imprisonment
Orange Cake.
of payment of fine, 30
jail, in
Take one large orange, wash and dry it,
days additional.
then take one cup sugar in mixing bowl,
State vs. E. A. Jewell, single sale; from
rind full of sugar, keep
Ar- rub the orange
Bar Harbor municipal court.
raigned Oct. 21, pleaded guilty. Sen- ! scraping it off writh a silver knife until
tence, fine of $100 and costs taxed at the sugar is real wet and full of oil from
$25, and imprisonment in county jai|
the rind. Now take sugar and add three
for 60 days, and in default of payment tablespoons soft butter, three eggs, oncof fine, 60 days additional, term of im- half
cup milk, one-half teaspoon soda,
prisonment to begin at expiration of one teaspoon cream tartar put into two
senteuce in No. 1711.
scant cups flour, sift several times before
State vs. Homer Downs, larceny; from
batter. Beat yolks and whites
Western Hancock municipal court. putting into
Nol prossed on payment of $5 and separately and add after butter and sugar
Frost with juice of the
are creamed.
costs, $15.
Ne>* Indictments.
orange. Take about three-fourths of the
State vs. Henry H. Ash. adultery. juice of a large orange and stir confectionContinued ers
Pleaded nolo contendere.
sugar in it until it spreads nicely.
for sentence.
State vs. Charles L. Baker, assault and
Friend of the Family—Well, Bobby, how
battery. Arraigned Oct. 21. Pleaded
is your sister progressing in her piano
guilty. Sentence, 30 days in county
Is she improving? Bobby—I
va.

Oeorne W.

Hobbs,
of Portland.

Andrew F.

[Catherine

KEITH’S THEATRE, BOSTON.
The latest of the recognized theatrical
vaudeville is Virginia
stars to enter
Harned, w ho is to play her first engagement at Keith’s the coming week.
Supported by a capable company, Miss Harned
is to present a playlet ^om her own pen,
called “The Idol of the Hour”.
the
Annette Kellermann commences
third and last week of a successful engage-

Appealed Cases.
State vs. Timothy Harkins, assault and
battery; from George R. Fuller. Nol
prossed.
State vs. Edward Silvey, drunk and disorderly; from Ellsworth municipal
court.
Judgment of lower court affirmed, with additional costs of this
court. Fine of $300 and costs, $5.60,
paid.
State vs. Harvey Morang, violation of
Lord's Day; from Ellsworth municipal
court. Demurrer filed and joined. Demurrer sustained. Complaint adjudged
bad. Complaint quashed.
State vs. Elkanah E. Boynton, violation

State

of

CANDAGE-At Bluehill, Oct 15. to Mr and
Mrs Arthur C Candage. a daughter. [Ethel

diving atunts
sentenced.
have never been excelled as a novelty by
State vs. John Sharkey, common seller,
an act that vaudeville has yet known.
April term 1908—Continued. Oct. term,
“La Petite Revue” is the title given by
Continued for
1908— Pleaded guilty.
Charles Lovenberg to a vocal comedietta
sentence.

jail.

1717.

Hunter,

BORN.

For election week at the Boston theatre,
the attraction w ill be “The County Chairman” by George Ade, a play which will
•trike home, particularly at this time when
the country is interested in a national
election. The play is ndt all politics, for
April
1908—Continued. Oct.term. 1908—Judg- it has the usual love story. Election night
ment of lower court affirmed.
returns will be read from the stage.

New

of Nobleboro.

Merrill,

BALL—At Eagle Island lighr station. Oct 20,
to Mr and Mrs Howard T Ball, a daughter.
BRENTON—At Hancock, Oct 16, to Mr and
Mrs Christopher Brenton, a daughter.

I
|

TEN YEARS FOB BALDASSABI.

William H.

Augusta.

of Guilford.

BOSTON THEATRE.

Monday.

Benjamin B. York, Jr.,

William L.

of Houlton.

Plaisted,
of

dffault

1714.

Lyman B. Merritt,

AMUSEMENT NOTES.

ment next

|

of Madison.

<

State vs. George Gross, violation of fish
laws. Oct. term, 1907—Continued by
order of Court. April term, 1908—Continued. Oct. term, 1908—Principal and
sureties defaulted. Judgment of lower
court affirmed.
State vs. John Sharkey, single sale.
April term 1908—Continued. Oct. term,
Continued for
1908—Pleaded guilty.
sentence.
State vs. John Sharkey, single sale.
April term 1908—Continued. Oct. term,
Continued for
1908—Pleaded guilty.

Gore,
of Biddeford.

Fred A. Manter,

Skowhegan.

Bridgton.

_

Bangor.

of

Edward H.
of Portland.

Robert V.

of Anborn.

_

1712.

Foss,

-S-Henry W. Sargent,
of Sedgwick.

of

Percy F. MoYae,
of'Dixfleld.

Samuel F. Emerson,
of

Ames,

of Portland.

Bnstis,

Eastport.

of Portland.
Horatio G.

C. Lester

Perry,

of Portland.

Ingraham,

of Biddeford.
Luther

Curtis A.

Bragdon,

William T.

Portland.

—

which there has never tieen a decision
by the law court of Maine, but in a Massachusetts case very much in point, it was 1638.
held that the complaint must allege
specillcally what tbe unlawful acta consisted of.
Monday was largely taken up with divorce hearings.
There was also a hearing
1701.
in the case of John A. Stuart va. Ellsworth, which goes to the law court on report. Mr. Stuart sues to recover for services as driver of tbe boee cart and custo- 1703.
dian of the Franklin street engine house,
claiming he was not legally removed. The
plaintiff bases bis case largely on the
1703.
claim that Aid. Stockbridge,opon his election as city treasurer, ceased to be an alderman and was not entitled to act as
such.

Ernest J.
of Biddeford.

Jefferson M. Sweet,

Virgil R. Connor,

Justice Emery then imposed a sentence
two appealed liquor cases, which, combined, amount to ninety days, and also often years at hard labor in State prison.
fines amounting to (ISO and costa, f40,
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
which if not paid will doable bis term of
Following is the criminal docket, in
imprisonment.
full showing record of disposal of cases
me cue against riarvey w. aiorang, oi
not previously reported:
of
tor
violation
the
Sunday law,
Ellsworth,
Continued Cases.
the
did
was quashed beciuse
complaint
vs. George Fletcher, assault and
not specillcally state what the alleged un- 1637. State
Oct. term, 1907
Principal
oattery.
lawful act consisted of. Thfpoint was one
and sureties defaulted.
term,
on

Shaw,

of Portland.

To succeed these days you
must have plenty of grit, courage, strength. How is it with
tlje children? Are they thin,
pale, delicate? Do not forget
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. You
know it makes the blood pure
and rich, and builds up the
general health in every way.

health
The children cannot poaalbly here aooit
corcondl on
mi loss the bowele are In proper
hiaative
rect any comtlpatlon by glvinit amall
doae

*o<Ayer'. Kin. All Tegetable.tutarcoated.

m
O. Ajar Co., Loarall, Mm
Jk Wgdgbjf.
^^Alo© ■uuftotarara of

Z|

_

/ I f 10 f*C
A A(ICf O

BAIR VIOOR.
AOUe CURE.
CHERRY PECTORAL.

Wo how# no aoorots! Wo puo’.ioh
the formulae of all our mxi runes.

Market reports, tags,
cates, stencils, etc.,

UNDERTAKING

the-HBI

Ptsfraaiana! STarSa.

CLARION.

ROY C. HAINES,
(Successor t» C. R. Foster)
30-32 Main Street, Ellsworth.

I)K.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

nace—if it is

a

Boston.

DENTIST.

to meet every

Office over TV.

Main Street.

1*
7P-2

3fcbcrtt3nnmt6.

Ellsworth

ELECTRICAL

ELLSWORTH

Steam
WIRING.

Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
EiKuimEm Wlriif u4 Sapplla ChMrlutl; Oma.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Main St., (under Dirlgo Club)
Ellsworth.

|

Subscribe for Thu Amkkicai*

Laundry and

•HO

PAY.

NO

Bath Rooms.

r/tSBRI,"

All kinds of laundry work done at snort notice.
Uoix called tor and delivered.

AND

Zina’s Flowers Saturdays.

Lipsky’s Clothing Store,

WEST SULLIVAN, MAINE.

•

J. P. ELDRIDGE,

ALL CALLS BECEIVE PROMPT
AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

Floral pieces for fuaerals
delivered oa short aotlce
at Bostoo market prices.

(i. A PHIL LIPS,

“Clarion", it Is

requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co..
Bangor. Sold by
sure

This department is in charge of
Mr. HAKKY C. AUSTIN’,
graduate Barnes School of Em-

TELEPHONES:
On Clin, private pboae.
...
Service,
Nlffet

certifi-

Strictly Commission.

EMBALMING

balming,

shipping

furnished free.

H. B. BSTEY JL CO.,
WEST

1MD BRIDGE,

EhLSWORTH HR

be

eu tec

COUNTY NEWS.
Fi.AN3LL!>.
<

.«

«

Mini.

H. F. Collins returned to Bangor

Monday.
C. J. Watson is visiting r da lives in
fbrtlaod
Benjamin Croesley and wife zr. vLsi.ir-g
friends in Bcslon.
Mr*.

Dr. 8. 8. DeBedc aad wi/,- e a joyed a trip
|o Bangor last wek.
Percy Holbrook aud wife are occupying
the house vacated by Cspt. Got:.

the

C. and E. S. Bunker have made great
improvements in the outward appearance
of their buildings. Such a favorable season
as the present for outside work is rare.

homestead.

COUNTY NEWS.
^

are

ace frtw

ja|M

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Bangor.

school convention in

George Harmon, wife and son have just
returned from a three weeks’ trip to
Boston.

Mrs. A. E. Foren, who has been in Portland and Brockton, Mass., the past six
months, is at her btme here for a while.
Oct 25.
Sumac.

glad

to hear that he is

I

_

welcome to

goodly number of circle
LAMOINE.
j members. A picnic supper was the order
There will be a dance and supper in the of the day, but when the guests gathered
; about the bountifully spread table it was
town hall Oct. 29.

Friends?

Mrs.

TLem
at

the Better You Like Them.

Ellsworth

fail you.

j

report

a

was

here

Wednesday,

and

brought

service, were

h*

Methodist chareb.
His son Ber
tram, who went to New York as
soonu
notified of hi, father's illness.
came
the remains. His age was
seventy
^
nine months and twelve
days
Oct. 23.
H
at the

v-gl

DEER ISLE.
The basket bill team is in
practice for
the winter's work.
Fred Sylvester left Friday for the
Mi,,,
general hospital for surgical treatment.
Miss Essie Gray has been
engaged to
the winter term of Stale school«

teach

Eagle island.

Harbor View chapter. O. E. S.. wil,
Golden Rod chapter, of

Wednesday.

next

es.

Rockland

tertain

Scolt and wife, of Port
Jefferson
viaiting their old home and
friends this week.

L. I.,

are

college.
John F. West has leased the house of
Mrs. Rose Oandage and will move in the

coming

j

than done

pie supper was held in the grange hall
Friday evening, the proceeds to be used
for buying new badges.

are

Oct. 26.

i from

L.
a

his employment
Norumbega this week.

Mrs. Mitchell, of Cherrylleld.

Young

and wife

two-weeks’

visit

in

week.

William Harding, who has been employed at the Benvenue. has gone to Prospect on a visit to his old home.

Fred Hodgkins lost his barn and all its
a horse, by tire
last

contents, including

Thursday.
Mrs.
Lydia

j

Miss Margaret Hinckley, one of the
teachers, is vary ill, and Mrs. Arthur
Spofford is taking her place in the schocl
room.

Miss Miunie Taurlow has resigned her
position in the central telephone office.
Miss Rose Candage takes her place as day
operator.

j

The

houses

new

Forest

on

avenue

are

finely during the pleasant
weather. Eugene Thurlow’a is utar comArthur
Carter’s is nearly finished
pletion,

coming

j

on

outside, and Ernest Bates has th underpinning and frame work done.
Oct. 26.
Nihil.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Maud Robbins is with Mrs.
i Eaton at Stonington.

Joseph

Capt. A. J. Stanley is spending a few'
days with his family here.
J. E. Knight has put new windows in
his house, and also painted it.
Wallace Stinson, who has been yachting

a

few

days

the positive guarantee
that if it does not give satisfaction we will return the
entire amount of money paid
us for it.
We ask all those who are
on

run-down, nervous, debilitated, aged or weak, and
every person suffering from
stubborn colds, hanging-on
coughs, bronchitis or incipient consumption to try Vinol

with this understanding.
Geo. A. Parcher,

BAD

CIRCULATION

Stonington to
Fred Sawyer. CAUSES

Broo&in Monday,
returning in the afternoon. His daughter,
who has been here for a few days, accompanied him home.
Mrs. Lyman Stinson went to Stoning*
ton Thursday to be present atanenteicame

Druggist.

ELU5WORTH._

with his mother.

Bertram Sawyer and wife, of Massachusetts, came Wednesday to attend the funeral of Mr. Sawyer’s father.
E. P. Cole

grand-

ytHol

spring, is at home.
C. E. Sylvester, traveling salesman, is

Annie Stinson has gone to
spend the winter with Mrs.

sad

We SeU

since

spending

Springer

AOWUIOIUIIU.

Mrs. Harry French has returned from
Bangor, where she went as a delegate to
the grand lodge of Re be leans.
Elmer Hamblen, who has been yachting
the pas: summer, has put the yacht in
winter quarters and is at home.

A.

daughter and little neitrice bav.-gone to
Auburn for the winter.
Keuel McFarland left for Philadelphia
Saturday, wb*>re he goes t< work in a
office before be is employed by
printing
bis eister’s husband in his printing office
at Melrose, Mm.
Oct. 28.
E.

from

PILES
EXTERNAL TREATMENT
WONT CURE THEM.
Free circulation of blood in the lower
Files
bowel will cure any case of pile*.

maybe

due to

dozen other

constipation
L)r.

causes.

or

any of

Leon birat

a

s

Hem-Boid, the only internal tani t remedy for piles, opens a free circulation in
tbe bowel, and cures tbe cause. Twentyfour days' treatment is sol i for fl at L. U.
Moore’a, and is guaranteed fully. l>r.
».
Leonhardt Co., Station B, Buffalo, N
Write for booklet.

Advice

Free

on

the

on

steamer

Funeral services of John W. Kimball
held at the schoolhouse
Monday,
Rev. W. F. Emery officiating. The remains
were taken to North Ellsworth for inter-

have returned

were

Boston.

Merton Hodgkins has gone a trip to
New York with Capt. J. G. Martin.

S.

__Rex.

George W. Murch has been visiting his
brother, Fred E. and wife.
He w ill re-

visiting at W. H. Phillips’.

A.

A

community.
28.

vacation.

sume

and

our energetic and
popular youug
and bis sudden death is a shock to

weeks.

HANCOCK POINT.
Mr.

of

men,

PARTRIDGE COVE

leave

Palmer Seavey went to Boston last week
looking for employment.
Mrs. Susannah Alley is home from Otter
Creek where she has been spending a few

8PRAT.

good time.

Farnum last week.

be investi-

more

ton on a

the feast.

well

Mrs. Nellie Devereux, of Northampton,
was the guest
of Mrs. Howard

For many years.

found that the hostess had
Oct. 26.

Wednesday evening

All

a

her share toward

Mass.,

case.

can

relatives

North Hancock.

attended.

Read how Doan's stood the test

It’s local testimony and

Mary Coolidge is visiting

The dance

Ellsworth people.'know this.
Lead this

Sui*

a

gone to rortland to finish her studies at Shaw business

_

never

retort

Oapt. Caleb Sawyer, who left b-re -w
8, to enter Sailore Snag Harbor at
Uland, died there Oct. 17. He ...
loved and respected by all, and
wiu k.
greatly missed. His remain, were

tbe
on

Miss Laura Ureenlaw has

Mrs. Eldridge Tripp and Mrs. Clara
Norris, of Bar Harbor have been recent
guests of E. H. Butterfield and wife.

Mrs. A. W. Clark attended the Sunday

ing a few weeks with her daughter, Mrs.
O. W. Bragdon.
Friends of William F. Jordan

%driitumai Ctmni* A>w»

turned to Castiae. where she is attending
; school.
Mrs. Mabel Abbott and baoy, of Bar
Harbor, are visiting relatives here.

Mrs. Harry Lawton, after her husband s
doing well in his new return from his vacation
trip, took her
position in Brooklyn, N. Y.
turn for s few days ia Bangor and other
WEST TREMONT%
Mrs. Mary West and little granddaughplaces.
Miss Rena Lunt attended the Rebekab
ter, who have been spending the past
Mrs. Henry Tracy spent last week at Bar assembly at Bangor last week.
w eek in Ells worth, are home.
Many questions of vital importance to
Harbor, the guest of her sister, Mrs. Deaay,
Mrs. Emma Hardy, of Bangor, is visitMiss Vevie Clark will leave this week whose
pupil and teach ?r were ably answered by
mother, Mrs. M. A. Handy, ia
ing her sister, Mrs. M. L. Dix.
the several teachers present. The next for Waukeag. Miss Sophia Clark for Bar spending the winter with her.
for Ellsworth,
Miss Emma Thurston left Tuesday for
meeting of this nature will take place Nov. Harbor and Miss Effie Clark
Mrs. Bart Higgins has moved into rooms
Pitt»fl*»!d. where she is employed.
7 at 2 pw m. Parents and all ethers inter- all having employment for the winter.
at the Rich bouse, and will continue the
W.
Oct. 26.
Mrs. 0:1* Ingalls? who has been *eriested in the schools are urged to attend.
The resacme bakery on a smaller scale.
ouslv ill, is able to be about again.
(Subject for papers: “What is the best way
taurant will soon be closed for the winter.
NORTH LAMOINE.
to teach grammar?’’
Mrs. Edwin Lopau* i* ill. Her mother.
Mrs. Alice Gilley, of Baker’s island, is
Harry Goodwin, of Franklin, has been
Oct. 26.
B.
Mrs. Willard Norwood, is with her.
the guest of his cousin, Roy Smith, the spending a few weeks at her home here,
No church services were held Sunday,
which is still occupied by W’illiam Mason
past we*k.
EAST FRANKLIN.
whose renovated boose is not as the pastor went to Gott’s island.
Mrs. L. A. Austin, of Lamome Beach, and wife,
Fred E. Blai&ck-U came from Bar Harbor
for occupancy.
Work on the new hall is being pushed
has been visiting relatives and friends yet ready
to spend Sunday with his family.
“Uncle Sim” Mayo haa purchased an so to get it closed in before snow comes.
nere the past week.
Mrs. Seth Scamrnon and tw’O children
is treating his townsmen
Capt. Elias Rich has gone to Belfast for
Mrs. Lizzie McFarland, who has been automobile, and
•will leave for Bar Harbor Oct. 28 to viait
to free rides. Of course there is a division a load of bay for 8. S.
Springer and other*.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Brown.
and
mother
other
relatives.
her
of opinion regarding the introduction of
Mrs. L. M. Lunt went to Seal Cove Sathas returned to her home at Bar Harbor.
|
Charles Burgess ia with his daughter
the autos, but rumor says several other
urday to visit her daughter, Mrs. W. D.
Ralph Hagan and bride are expected citizens are negotiating for machines.
Mrs. John Hardison, while Mr. Lardison
Walls.
here to-day from Dorchester, Maas., to
10 employed in Washington county.
founa
cellar
is
John Gilley
preparing
visit his parents, Ira Hagan and wife. His
Mrs. Helen Lawson Murphy and chiland
the
Wilfred Gordon and wife went to Milo
on
his
for
T.
dation
J.
lot,
Finney
dred left for Rockland this week, for the
many friends here extend hearty cou- !
J
of
Owen
where
Mr.
house
Oct. 17,
Gordon preached. Mrs.
purchased
partially built
winter.
gratulation*.
Minnie Went worth attended to the post| Lurvey will soon be moved and converted
Y.
Oct. 26.
Miss Rena Reed is with her sister, Mrs.
|
fine
lot
a
while
raised
office
they were away.
| into a home. Mr. Finney
Eunice
having just returned from
Mr. Knight, the gram mar school teacher,
NORTH HANCOCK.
j of potatoes and garden produce on hi» her visitLop*us,
down east.
new land.
took Miss Macomber’a place in the MethoDelia Linscoit, ot West Hiricock, was a |
Misses Grace and Marguerite Clark
*
dist chapel here Sunday forenoon, and
Dominique Gonzales, a former Spanish
week-ena gu^st of Celia Grass.
spent Saturday and Sunday with their
t resident of Southwest Harbor, died last
Spoke very pleasingly and helpfully.
Ralph Bowl y has moved hi? family to week at the Eastern Maine
aunt, Mrs. L. A. Clark, and other relatives
Oct. 26.
R.
hospital, where at
Franklin, where he has employment.
Manset.
he had been for more than two years as
j
Mrs. Ona Ford and two children. Lyele
Rev. F. L. Provan drove to Ellsworth
EGYPT.
the result of an injury to his bead
The
and Miidrei, visited friends in Marlboro
interment was at Mt. Height cemetery. Wednesday with the district superinA son was oorn to Mr. and Mrs. Olive;
last week.
tendent, H. B. Haskell, returning in
The case is peculiarly sad—a strong vigBragdon Oct. 22.
The many friends of Mrs. Charles Stewart orous man stricken in the prime of life. time for his mid-week service Thursday
Holci'? Coombs and wife have returned
are pained to hear of her serious i lness.
Mr. Gonzales leaves a wife and four chil- evening.
lrom a week's outing at Great Pond.
Oct. 28.
All hope for a speedy recovery.
Thelma.
j d*en.
Adelbert Grover, who for the past yea;
The Congregational sewing circle, after
George Golding, who has been visiting
has been employed on a yacht in the
OAK POINT.
returned to liis home iu Danfortb : two months’ vacation,started into activity
South, arrived here Saturday to visit bis here,
! Saturday. Hemon Springer accompanied once more at the home of Mrs. Henry
Frank A. Header has employment at the
Frank
His
friend*
stepfather,
Hodgkins.
him.
j Trundy. The old homestead, although dam, Ellsworth.
Oct. 28.
Anon.
j noted for its hospitality, beamed a warm Charles Sargent is home from StoningfHtSitai.

Pills

and wife
here the pn,t week,
will
l.lesboro Thursday.
While here Cam
Greenlaw ha. painted his hoase
and put i,
in order (or the winter.

one

Gott’s

this
E. L. Waite and wife
week for Massachusetts for the winter.
will

wife,
The teachers’ meeting, held at the high
school building Saturday. Oct. 24, was
pronounced interesting and instructive
to ail who attended. Interesting papers
•were read
by Mr. Bragdcm and Mr.
JLnight, followed by a question box, conducted by the superintendent of schools.

Kidney

guest of Mrs. Fred E. Webb.

The J. L. Goss quarry at Moose island
has shut down for a couple of weeks.

employed at the Daniel a-e glad to see him. He will leave Nov.
W. Crabtree farm, Martin's Ridge, making 17 for New York to join his yacht for the
extensive repairs on some of the buildings. winder.
The place has been sold recently to Col.
Percy T. Clark who is attending the U.
Baas, of New York. Mr. Crabtree, who of M. law school, spent Saturday with his
aas the seventh son of the late George
parents.
Qrmbtree, a pioneer settler, will, with his
Mrs. Arvill Jordan,of Waltham, is spend-

Doan’s

n<1

Amoe

CApt. Fred P. Weed, who has been
fishing trip, i. here for a few days.

Elmer Fernald is

You Know

guests of

are

Lincoln is at J. O.
wharf with hard wood and coal.

the Point.

Longer

wife

Schooner

Mre. G. R. Hidiock, of la esfard, is the
goes! of her sister, Mre. Raymond Dweliey. Mr. and Mrs. Dweliey have recently
commenced housekeeping at tbeir cottage

Tlie

*

Capt. Bertram Sawyer and wile are visDr. F. G. McCollum, dentist, closed
bis
iting friend, and relatives here.
office here Saturday and returned to
his
Mrs. George Knowlton, who has been home in Cambridge, Mass.
very ill, is convalescing rapidly,
Frank Smith, Jr., of Sunset, died at tbe
Mrs. Herbert Stanley, of Bar Harbor, is Rockland hospital Friday
night. He

tl.

Like Old

cta

interesting^,;

hare been

Rev. J. P. Simon ton returned Saturday
from a wesk's trip to Boaton.

After an extended absence Eoscoe Gay
and wife are again at their pl.-asant home.
Mre. Bertha Wilbur, with young daughter Charlotte, of Seal Harbor, is visiting
her parents, Arthur Bunker and wife.

remain at the

Juanita
an

to

C. F. Eaton.

George Hardison and wife ar? at the
family cottage here for a few weeks.

on

and

by

She

reported
enjoyable affair.

_

Raymond Eaton

given

uiament

O. E. 8.

Cept. J. H. Greenlaw

years in the grocery store of J. F. West,
but left there in tb^ spring on account of
poor health. He was a young man whom
to know was to love, and he will long be
remembered among hi. friends and acquaintances for his pleasant ways and
kindly disposition. His age was twenty
years, eight months, nine days.
Funeral service, were held at the Congregational church, at .Stonington, Her. C.
W. Robinson offlcisting. A profusion of
floral offerings testified to the lore and
sympathy of his many friends. Interment
was at West Stonington. by the side of
his mother.
Spec.
Oct. 38.
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Died, Sept. 35, 1SW8, at the home of hit
parent, at Stonington, Fred W. Barter,
k>u of Okh
E. and the late Mary E.
Barter, after a three-week.' itlnea. of typhoid fever, daring which he waa tenderly
caredyor by hi. father and stepmother,
assisted by her niece, whu did all that loving haRds could do.
He hsd been employed for the past two
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Chronic

Diseases

ment.

_

gated;
Mrs.

Dr.

John Meader, living

five

TREMONT.

miles

Capt.

of Ellsworth, Me., says: “I was so
well pleased with benefit I derived from
west

out

Hiram

Dix,

who

has

been

ill,

is

again.

several years my back was weak and sore
and 1 found it difficult to stoop or arise
from a sitting position. 1 had sharp pains

Walter Farley, wife and little son, of
Prospect, are visiting Mr. Farley’s father,
William Farley.

in my kidneys which felt like the thrust
of a knife. The secretions were also very

lace

in

action and caused

me

added

j

man

tridge, killing

of Hancock fired at

it and

Alton Parritt and

seven

of

a

par-

his chickens.

wife,

of Bar

be has

Oct-

a

large

school to

36-_

Plutarch.

“My three year old boy was badly constipated, had a high fever and was in an

awful
condition. I gave him two dosei of Foley’s
Orino Laxative and the next morning the
!
gone and he was entirely
well.
H. D. Foaa who has been employed the fever was
Foley's Orino Laxative saved his life.” A.
past season at C. A. Penney’s has gone to Wolkusb. Casimer, Wii. Q. A. Paether.
Bangor for the winter.

Mrs. Dutton and mother, of Ellsworth,
moved up from their cottage to C. F.
Chester’s, where they will board this win-

I
:

3fc&rrtxrmtnl*.

have

Miss Helen Stewart, of Center, and Miss
|
inconvenience. Until I procured Doan’s Bernice Ashley, of Seal Cove, were guests ter.
William Gallison and wife had a few
Kidney Pills at Moore’s drug store, noth- of Mrs. C. H. Norwood Wednesday eveni friends surprise them Oct. 19, the second
ing I tried did me sny good. This remedy ing.
Mrs. Mary A. Johnson left to-day for a anniversary of their marriage. Cake and
went directly to the seat of my trouble
two-weeks’ visit with relatives and friends cocoa were served.
a
however, and bronght cnie. My daugh- in Boston, Beverly and Haverhill, Mass.
Oct. 26.
E.
ter who also complained of pains in hex She was accompanied by Mrs. Guy Parker,
WEST HANCOCK.
f«a*ir, used Doan’s Kidney Pills and wits of Bernard, who will go to Rhode Island
to visit friends.
Miss idylene M. Shuts, who has been at
benefited just as greatly at I.”
Oct. 22.
Kin.
home for a while, called here by the death
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
of her sister, Mrs. Iva Bobbins, has reNew
burn
York,
Doan's
Buffalo,
cure
the
tone
Co.,
Regnlets
constipation,
Farter-Mil
stomach, stimulate the liver, promote digespbfta agents for the United States.
Foley's Honey and Tar cares coughs quickly,
tion and appetite and easy passages of the
Bsmember the name—Doan’s—and take bowels. Ask your druggist for them. 25 strengthens the 1 nogs and expels colds. Get
the genuine in a yellow package. G. A. Pxncents a box
CIBB.
Advt.
Bo other.
_

|

A Reliable Remedy
FOR

CATARRH
Ills
Ely’squickCna
I, abiorteq.

Why

suffer with your

stomach

rheumatism,

complaints,

superintend.

Saved HU Bov'i Life.

Harbor,

spent Bui .y with Mrs. Parritt’s parents,
H. A. Ball and wife.

Mrs. Rita Wallace and Miss Della Walare home, after a three-weeks’ visit
with friends in Portland.

—

Mrs. John Pomroy. of Darkville, N. C.,
arrived here last whek, and will remain
through the winter with her family.
Mr.
Pomroy will remain in the South, where

Mr. and Mrs. Patten, of Cherry field, are
visiting Mrs. W. H. Phillips and Mrs.
liAle.

Miss Leah Sawyer, of Baker's island
light station, is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Rosanna Rich.

them, and I am now glad to say that I have
Por
no need of a kidney remedy since.

irregular

A young

One day last week Mrs. May Johnson
plucked a full-blown strawberry blossom.

Doan’s Kidney Pills in 1902 that 1 gave a
testimonial at that time recommending

George Phillips, of Bullivan, spent
w ith bis
father, W. H. Phillips.

Sunday

or

nervous

kidney5, catarrh,
trouble,

f,male

and wasting dis-

of men any longer?
Why let the**
diseases destroy your future life and hapor
piness? Do not waste any more time
or *rlte
call
but
money experimenting,
eases

PLEASE

ANSWER:

How long have you been ailing?
la your
Are

tongue coated?

Ia there any pain in your back?
Do your kidneya bother?
Do you

crave

aweet

or

been
We say to tboee who have tried and
betrayed by those seductive, persistent

aour?

Do you aleep well?
4

Do you eat heartily?
Have you rheumatiam?
Do you taka cold eaally?
Have you a cough?

to-day and learn juet bow thousands
of
have been permanently cured, many
them no doubt your own townspeople,
and who once Buffered as you do to-day.
us

your bowela conatipated?

who

and charlatans, or to those
to
have tried to be cured by electric belts,
of
method
scientific
our
let ue show you
us, and
treatment, which is need only by

quacks

in the last

s« cured so
many thousands
to you
your throat?
thirty-tour years. Let ns explain
Anawer all of the above queationa care- Just what we will do for you for the easIt cleanses, soothes,
lolly, then taka another eheet o( paper
heal* and protects
and foland write ur folly all of the rent of your ing. Those who have accepted
the diseased memand we will aend yon a careful lowed our free advice to-day are cured of
•ymptoma,
brane resulting from Ostarrh and drive*
diagnoaia of your caae and tell yon juat
" hy
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restore, I what to do to be cored, if curable, abeo- the above disease# and many more.
the Senses of Taste and SmelL Full size lately tree.
not be cored aa well?
50 cis. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Address MERROW MEDICAL AND SURdlCAL
Cr-am Bairn for use in atomizer, 75 eta.
L.
.r—ue.ra, 5d Varna Street, New York.
U Central Stra it. Banger, Me.

it
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aMiKonal Count*

see
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re-

Bethel

Oe,. 24.

William MeHowell has returned
visit to Boston.
borne from DanMr». George Ralph is
vers port, Mass.
home from
Miss Mabelle Babson ia
from

a

days.
from the
Norman Mayo is again at home
University of Maine on account of illness.
The ladies’ Congregational circle will

Colby lor

few

a

sapper Oct. 29 in the vestry.
W. I. Partridge took a pleasant trip last
week through Washington and Arooatook
Mrve

a

dime

countries.

..-+■-

....-

■■
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Friends of Alice Flye Tosier will be
interested to know that her husband and
self are at present located in the town ol
Raymond, Wash.
The

new

cookies

buckboards fall of ladies went to
Oct. 22. Moat of the ladies were
members of James A. Garheld W. R. C.,
snd went to attend the school of instrucFour

tion.
Villa Greene, Mrs. Fanny H.
Mrs. Elisa Herrick, Mrs. Lou
Greene, Mrs. Etta Stover and Mrs. Hannah Sargent, all past grands of Mountain
Bebekah lodge, attended tbs State assembly at Bangor last week.
M.
Oct. 28.
Mrs.

Parker,

J

Glenwood

three-masted schooner Frank

B,

Witherbee, which has been loading
paving at Smith Bros.’ wharf, is ready to
for New York.
Oct. 28.

in our new

sail

H.

ORLAND.
Willie I. French, of Plymouth, Mass., is
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Popbia
French. Mrs. French will spend the winter with her sons in Massachusetts.
The dance at the town hail Friday evening was largely attended and thoroughly
enjoyed. Another will be held next Friday evening under the same manager, F.
H. Perkins. Refreshments will be served.

Th. toot ball game Saturday between the
Ellsworth high and academy team resulted
in a tie, neither side scoring.
Mrs. Simon Doyle ia in Portland visiting her daughters. She ia at present with
Friends of Rodney and Gertrude Gray
Mrs. Cora Snow, who baa a youyg aon.
w ill be pleased to learn that their
triplet
Saturday afternoon an inspection of sons, Kenneth, Kelsey and Kermit, are
Jsmes A. Usrfleld corps wss conducted by still prospering, and now at the age of ten
Mrs. Sarah Putnam. The session was months are one of the principal attractions of our little town. During the sumpleasant and intereating.

Ellsworth

■'

■

jnuamvtt.

Engene B. Carter, ol Sorry, has purchased and is now occupying, the Arrilla
Freethey place, on the Brooklin side of
the bridge.

BLUEHILL.
was in Bangor
Mias Edith Chase
cently.
V Chsse arrived home from
air*
E

■

Mr. Eaton is baring a prolonged attac ol
the grip. Mn. Eaton has alio been ill the
past week.

Glenwood

visitors from many distant cities have
made their way to the home to admire the
three perfect boys. Many pretty and useful gifts have been left, among the daintiest being bibs of very fine fabric each
adorned with a solid gold pin bearing the
owner’s name. Attached to each was a
gold dollar. The doner was a native of
Orland, Ernest Gross, for many years a
resident'ol Brewer. Q3
Oct. 26.
D.
mer

mm
has

a

My Mama
Glenwood tool

Shi lays—“It Makes Cooking Easy."

County Supply Co.,

Frank Gtindle is employed in Brewer
helping build a church.
B. W. Trundy is in Surry, employed by
Mrs. Lena Duffee if ill.
bis brother, F. N. Trundy.
Ed McIntyre baa done eomc- grading for
Miss Esther Grindle, w ho has been ill
Mrs. Ntvin at the Inn.
with tonsilitis, ia much improved.
*
and
Susie
Wcod
Miss
Mary Candage
Mrs. R. E. Conary, of West Lynn, Mas?.,
will leave to-morrow lor Bangor for the
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Lizzie Trundy.
winter.
O'apt. Luzon Wood is laying pipe for the
Cecil Gray has rented the Point house
of having water brought into his
and will move his family there for the purpose

Ellsworth

BLUEHILL FALLS.

hooner E. 8. Wilson loaded wood
landing last week, and sailed for
Stonington.

I

A

in-Jaw,

Ssinuel

Kitfle»d, recently.
Spec.

Oct. 26.

u

uu

no sc me

sideboard.

Crumbs.

Oct. 26.
EAST BLUEHILL.

GREAT POND.

Mrs. Ezra Williams b&6 returned from

to-day for their home in
The

Baptist society

social in me

son

held

an

ice-cream

Friday evening.
Grindle went to Winterport
grunge null

Mrs. L. B.
to-cay to visit her mother, Mrs. Twining.
N Wilbur
Ward well and wife celebrated
the twenty-flftb
anniversary of their
Oct.

marriage

present. They
pretty gifts.
Oct. 26.

20,

a

were

few

friends

the recipients of

large

moose

R.

Br iton.

ured

bor

was

valuable

fortunate, for they
borse during their stay in
less

being They left
son ©

BANGOR TO BAR

Friday. The antlers measforty-two inches and had sixteen
prongs. As this is his first visit here, he
is much elated. The party is located at
Camp Wesuitu. The party from Bar Hara

their

where the horse

Oct.

team
was

at

Frank

lost

Pc rtland.

a

camp.
Mace's

1

taken sick.

25._E.

_

NORTH SEDGWICK.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Mr*. Hattie Carter, of Sedgwick, is visiting Mrs. Churl* e Henderson.

C. Haslain has employment in Brook sville.

Miss Alice Preble, of Buck6port, visited
mother, Mrs. Arch. Henderson, this

Eddie Anderson, who has been coasting
all summer, is home.
Miss Nellie Kane, o Brooklin, is visiting Mrs. C. H. Allen.

her

week.

Mis* Myrtle Bradford, who has s^eut
the tummer here with her aunt, M s.
Martha Sylvester, has returned to Etna.

fialph

Bowden

has

home

come

from

Boeton“to spend the winter with his
parents, and is employing his time in buying and shipping eggs to Boston.
I
Oct. 23.
C.
_

SEDGWICK.
Horace Coombs has gone to Portland.
Miss Abbie Snow, of EUswortb, is assisl*nt|;operator in the central telephone
office.
Mrs. Lufkin, of Bluehill, has been the
font of her brother, J. H. Lancaster and

wife,

several

days.

A missionary concert was given at the
Baptist church Sunday evening, by the
children of the Sunday School.
•

Alice Eaton Byard, of Haverhill, Mass.,
*ith*her parents, J.|G. Eaton and wife.

j

SfcHtttusnnrntft.

rClBERAL

OFFER.

G. Moore Guarantees to Cure Dyspepsia. It He Fails, The Medicine Costs Nothing.
unquestionably prove to the people
1 Ells
worth^t hat indigestion and dyseWa is curable and that Kexall Dyspepsia
Ablets will effect the|cure, we will furnish
he medicine
absolutely free if it fails to
n* complete satisfaction to
anyone giv10

it a trial.
The remarkable success of Kexall Dys*Wa Tablets is largely due to the new
W successful method of
manufacture,

hereby the well-know n properties of

Bis-

,#th, Subnitrate and Pepsin have been
Shined with carminatives and their
fents.

Bismuth Subnitrate and Pepsin are reePhzed by the entire medical profession
^cities for acute indigestion and dys!psia.
in Kexall
^heietsPepsin
manufactured by
used

is

Dyspepsia

process
7* develops its greatest efficiency.
Wq supplies to the
digestive apparatus
e°* the most
important elements of the
fe®tive fluid, and exerts a tonic influall the glands which supply all
n.ia?^ronfcieraents necessary to proper asa new

?ntujp°n

and

digestion.
3mrSrminative9 add properties which

Jo

relieve the disturbances and
by undigested food.
r[ect
combination of these inKliPn,
.^akes n remedy absolutely ininvaluable for the com6<and
°*
,ndi^«ation and dyspepsia.
Ve arle
Poaitively certain of this that
^yap^pai* Tablets on our
a
her7nt0nai ffnmntee that they will

in

y°n
Hoftjr®
°°re, cor.

or

cost yon

opp. postoffice.

nothing.—£.

A.

Mies Ella

ing

in

Thurston, who has been visithas returned home.

W. H. and Alton Closson, who have been
at Golden Ridge several weeks, have returned home.

BANGOR.
Brewer June.
H< lden.
Phillips Lake.
Green I.ake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
A'ash’gt’n June.
Fianklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Mt DesertFerry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR

1

Mrs. G. A. Orindle,| of Brooklin, with
Harold A. Grindle, of Melrote*
I
Mass., visited Mrs. G. M. Allen, Mrs.
Grindle's daughter, and Mrs. R. A. ElMrs. Grindle j
well, her sister, last week.
and son return to Melrose this week for
*
the*w inter.
Rae.
Oct. 26.

40j

J

.j.

A. W.

|

HOME.

particulars inquire of

Kino.

O. W. Tai- lev, See'y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
President.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth
for tho^e who
HAVING
support and
need assistance
the
five
to

RING!

RENT

aimcrttsrmtnu.

caie

next
may
duiing
years and are legal res.denis of Elltwi rth. 1
forbid all persoiiS trusting them on my account, as there is pleuty of room and uccommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. DHCMMtv.
house.

JLigal Noting,
To all persons interested in either of the ea
tates hereinafter named.
nd
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of Ottober, a. d. 1608.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persona interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. in said county, on the fourth day of
November, a. d. 1908, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

you would command
the world's attention—

NEW SERIES

YOUR OWN
For

1

MORRIS M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
General office, Portland, Me.

the sound of the “Bell.”

open. Shares. SI each; monthly pay
merits, SI per share,

OWN

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
p rn, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a ra, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
1 Stops on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
* Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
traius on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to procure tickets before entering the trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Eliswortn.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,

social world is attuned to

if

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage at.d
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments tna interest together
will amount to hut little more
thin you are now paying for
rei t, and in about ten years you
will

f

I

now

WHY PAY

HARBOR.

I

Bangor,

her son,

A
Is

AM
AM
P M j
U CO
8 00
10 00:.
M
AM
1 20i. 11 CO 12 10
P M
P M
A A
A M
3 35
5 CO
t' 01; 10 30]
6 0'.' '.0 371 3 41
5 16
:R 21 10 *9 14 00 J5 25
:6 3T;il 07, 14 06 15 32
4 13 J5 40 ;
6 G 11 15.
16 5; 11 25 14 21 J5 49 !
1 31,
6 02 !
II
7 Of
6 08
7 13 11 47j 4 39
7 25 11 ‘7!
4 45 16 14
6 :2
17 &l 12 06
6 30
2 15.!
17 41
7 4i 12 18'.j 6 83
7 ».
12 26
j 6 40
8 20
8 46
1*5!.
8 h>
1 40.!
7-5

•*.

earn

If

6 02 clO 57
12 2g!0
25! .2*23 16 15|cll 10
6 Gdl 10
36 12*31
42> 12*39 16 31 i.
Holden.| il 501 12g4« 6 Well 34
1 05
6 591 11 r3
Brewer June.
12 09
1 10
7 05, 11 59
ANGOR, MC.j 12 If
A
M
PM
P M
[ A fcl
T .-tland.
I ft:
5 4o 12 *0.
4 50
b
ton.| 7 55 9 05j 5 301 8 25

Bangor, where she has been visiting her
Mrs. Estabrcok.
Ralph leave daughter,
Mr. Caldwell, from Syracuse, N. Y shot
Alhambra, Cal.

Mr*. S. M. Webber and

PMIPM
0 15
3 45
4 20
4 50..
5 ?0 10 15
5 271 10 12
6 301 10 15

11
Ellsworth Falls.
Nicolin. Jll
Green Lake. 11
Phillips Lake. Ill

Mrs. Frank Mace accompanied her sister,
Mrs. Jackson, to her home in Brighton.
Mass.

Edwin Ashworth auu family willmoxe
toStouington this week.

I A M

Hancock.:il 4<
Franklin Road.:il 48 J5 39[ 10 25
Wssh’gt’n June. 11 00 11*57 15 47' 10 45
EL LS WORTH. 11 07; 12 05 5 56| i0 2

A

M>nt'd wiih

M

BAR HARBOR. 10 40
Sorrento..
MUlivan..
'It DesertFerry. 11 3«
WrukeagS Fv. 11 37|

of

house-warming for Hurry Conary was
given Saturday evening. He was pre-

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

Oct. o, 1908.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Commencing,

Frank Tow nsend and Mrs. Augusta Lord,
Surry, visited Mr. Tow nsend’s brothe.-

s

at the

tJanhing.

The ear of the busi ness and

house.

winter.

The

BsiltoiDB ant SUimtait*.

“Be Sure You’re

Right,

Ever notice what queer
mind will play ?

transposing figures your

pranks

dismiss them from your mind for a minute ai d then try to recall
them.

or

How easily you wonder whether it wasn’t
“024s”!

That’s
con:

‘16-i8”(

or

"1450”,

on'why telephone subscribers are asked to
directory before giving a number—because this pepsychological trait is almost ceit&iu to lead tol,wrong numone re at

ult the

culiar
ber” c ill".

Sucli cads

are not merely an annoyance but an economic
They alure the patience of the person thus needlessly
distuibeil; they consume (instead of save) the time of the caller;
and they burden tie Teiey hone Company with a double operating expense.

waste.

Another reason
found in (.the fact

why thej directoiy should be consulted is
that telephone numbers occasionally ar&

changed.
If you take pains to ascertain the correct number desired,
and then pnneui.ee it distil et!y, iL 169 instances cut of lOOOyoi*.
will get the correct connection.
The New England Telephone>nd Telegrrph Company la
one link In the chain of the great “Bell System”, and in
the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts is connected with.300,000 telephones.

cause.

John J. Emery, late of Bar Harbor, Eden,
in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and tesiameut of said deceased, together with petition
for probate thereof, presented by Girard
Trust Company, cf Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, one of the executors therein named,
Ttomas J Emery, first named as executor
being now deceased.
SURRY.
Margaret A. Farnham, late of Lamoine, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
Mrs. Daniel McKay is in Boston visiting
to be the last will and tc stsment
purporting
Mount Desert aud liluehlll Division
of said deceased, together with petition for
friends.
piot ate thereof, ana for the appointment of
Notices.
Frank L. Hodgkins, administrator with the
The schools will close next Friday, for
will annexed, tbe executor, Newell B. CoolNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
a short vacation.
in
will
declined
the
named
said
idge,
having
Ethel D. White, of Ellsworth,
trust, presented by Edward E. Farnham, one
S. A. McGraw, the carrier of R. F.D. No.
Hancock county, Maine., by her mortof the heirs-at-law of said deceased.
dated the 4th day of February. 1907,
deed
for
is
L.
gage
A.
is
ill.
Oouldsbr
in
driving
W.
late
of
Treworgy
ro,
Wescott,
2,
George
iD Hancock legistry of deeds,
said county, deceostd. A certain instrument and recorded
him.
book 437,
235, eonveyi d to me, the underFOUR-TRIP SERVICE.
purporting to be the last will and testament signed, a page
certain lot or pa tel of land situwith
tor
said
of
ceceased.
petition
together
Eugene Blaisdell short a large moose 1
aid bounded and described
in
ated
Ellsworth,
at
Harbor
Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar
probate tbereof. presented by James W. WesCommencing on the east
follows, to wit:
Friday night, within a half mile of his io 00 a oi, Monday ami Thurstluy fur Seal Hai- colt and Chailotte A. Wescott, the executois as
side of McKenzie stieet so called and at the
Southwest
Haibor,
Harb<
named.
Northeast
r,
therein
hor,
house.
of a lot deeded by
bound
corner
northwest
A. Schuyler Crowuinshield, late of Seal
Brook tin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllb,
to Rachel M. Hodgkinr.; thence
John 8. Lynam, of Bar Harbor, ia in town l*.trk Harbor and Rockland, couuecllrg with Harbor, Mt. Desert, in said county, deceased. Isaiah Young
said Rachel M. Hoc gkiLS line eastfollowing
to
be
the
last
Boston.
instrument
A certain
-Warner for
purporting
to her northputting out traps for foxes. He brought
said deceased, together erly ten and one half reds (10*g)
Steamer leaves Bluehlll at 10 a in, Mondays will and testament of
east corner bound; thence northerly thiee and
in one fox Monday morning.
and Thursdays lor South Bluehlll, stonlngton. with petition for probate theieol, presented thirty-two hut dredths (3.82) rocs to a stake
the
execuBradford
Crowinsbield,
West Tremont North Haven and Rockland, by Mary
for a corner; thence westeily and southerly
Oct. 26.
trix therein uamed.
one-half (9»®) rods to the aforesaid
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Tobias P. York, late of Brooklin, in said nine and
McKenzie street: theme southerly by said
instrument
deceased.
A
certain
purcounty,
RETURNIN'?
DEDHAM.
and thirty-two hundredths (3.32)
three
stieet
porting to t>e tbe last will and testament of rods to the place
of beginning, containing
with petition for proFrank Young, of Brewer, was in town
Steamer leaves Boston at 5 p m, Mondays* said deceased, together
(32)
square rods, with the buildings
thirty-two
tbe
Laura
A.
York,
and Fridays for Rock* bate thereof, presented by
And wheieas the condition
Thursdays
thereon
Tuesdays,
standing.
Sunday.
executrix therein named.
has been broken, now thereltudWilliam B. Campbell, late of Ellsworth, in of said mortgage
of tbe breach of the condition
Miss Bernice McLaughlin has been
Leave Rockland at * 30 a m, or on arrival ot said county, deceased.
Second and final ac- fore, by reason
of »aid morta lortcb
I
claim
and
thereof,
Saturday
from
Boston,
Wednesday
steamer
count of Olive B. Hansconi and Seth T. CampRdfuh Hodgkins.
spendiug a few days in Bangor.
gage.
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, and intermediate bell. executors, filed for settlement.
Dated this 14th dav of Ociooer, a. d. lVAb.
is
of
in
said
of
H.
late
Eden,
Brewer,
visiting landings.
Johu
G. D. Goodwin,
Hopkins,
First-class fare, Bar Harbor to Boston, #4.25 county, deceased. Second and final account fpUE subscriber, Herman Q. Dennison, of
his parents, George Goodwin and wife.
of Walter C. Hopkius and Hattie M. biggins,
1
the city of Columbus, Franklin county,
one way; #8 round trip.
Alfo state of Ohio, heieby gives notice that he has
administrators, filed for settlement.
Mrs. Parker Billings, of Sedgwick, is
All freight, except live stock, via steamers of private account of Walter C. Hopkins, filed ■been
duly appointed executor of the last will
this company, is Insured against lire amt ma- for settlement against said estate.
visiting her sister, Mrs. G. P. Goodwin.
and testament of
rine risk.
Ernest J. Harrington, late of Ellsworth, in
so
P. DENNISON, late of the.CITY OF
horse
JANE
valued
the
driving
First and final ac“Rowdy”,
said county, deceased.
K. S. .1. Morsk. Agent, Bar Harbor.
COLUMBUS,
count of Fred L. Mason, administrator, filed
long ownetLby E. W. Burrill, was found
of Franklin, state of Ohio, dein
the
settlement.
county
for
with a broken leg in a Held w here he had
Prudences. Emery, late of Boston, conntv ceased, no bonds being rtquired by the terms
of Suffolk, State of Massachusetts, deceased. of said will.
been feeding, and had to be shot.
Not being a rrs dent o* the Rt^te of*Maine.
First and final account o! Joseph >4. simpB! the subscriber has appointed I.uere B. D^asy,
Oct. 23.
sin, trustee filed for settlement.
f Eden, in said coun I whose address is Bar Harbor, town of Eden.
late
J.
John
Hopkius.
>
We promptly obtain U. 3, ami Foreign
as his agent for all
ty, deceased. Petition filed by WallerC. Lop- Hancock county, Maine
AMHERST.
of
kins and Hattie M. Higgins, administrators
purposes specified in Revised Maiutes
All persons
Maine, Chapter f.6, Sec. -lo.
that an order be issued to distribute among
Mrs. Peter Sumner has gone to Brewer
said
ate
of
the
es
maudred<
against
amount
of
the
said
deceased
heir*
having
the
tbe same for
to visit her son, Irvin Sumner.
maining in tbe hands of said administrators, deceased are e si red to presentLhereto
are renpou the filing of their second and final ac- settlement, and all indebted
Mrs. John Gregg iB away for a week’s
make
to
immediately.
payment
count.
quested
Herman G. Dennison.
Oct. 12.1908.
William B. Campbell, late of Ellsworth, in
visit to relatives in Buckaport.
Bencbmodel, sketch or photo of invention lor < said county, deceased. Petition filed oy Olive
STATE OF MAINE.
Mrs. Clara Nickerson, who recently lost {> free report on patentabi iity. For free book, < B. Hansconi and Heth T. Campbell, executois
Of the estate of said deceased, that tbe amount
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
her husband, haB moved to her son's home.
of collateral inheritance tax upon said estate Ellsworth, in and foFsaid county of Hancock,
be determined by the judge of probate.
on the sixth day of October, in the year of
Maggie, wife of Alonzo Nickerson, died
John J. Emery, late of Bar Harbor. Eden, our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
The reat their home in Bangor, Oct. 20.
in said county, deceased. Petition filed by eight.
burial.
of
Girard Trust Company,
Philadelphia, IT appearing that the first Tuesday of Nomains was brought here Friday for
Pennsylvania, praying that the appointment X vember, a. d. 1908, tbe time for holding
Funeral services were held at the church,
of said petitioner named as trustee in tbe last the regular term of said court, will be election
testament
of
said
deceased, may be day for the choice of Presldenta! Electors,
will ana
Miss Ida Garland officiating.
confirmed by said court.
which in accordance with Section 52, Chapter
O.
Oct. 26.
late of Bucksport, in said 79, R. S„ of Ma ne, is u court holiday.
C.
bhutes,
Agnes
_
county, deceased. Petition filed by Lottie A.
It is hereby ordered that said coart be held
Hawes, administratrix, for license to sell cer
on Wednesday, the fourth day of November,
Torturing eczema spreads its burning area
tain real estate of said deceased, as described a. d. 1908, at Ellsworth, the regular place for
its
stops
Doan’s
Ointmentqulckly
day.
every
in said petition.
holding the November Term of said court.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
spreading, instantly relieves the itching,
A true copy of the original order.
store.
A true copy of tbe original order.
cures it permanently. At any drug
Attest: T. F. Uauoniy, Register. •
Attest:—T. F, Mabonby, Register.

New

_
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etc.”

England

Tel. & Tel. Co.
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legal

WHEREAS
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Subscribe for Thb American

—ddvlv

Samuel
of Mount
Smith,
Desert, Hancock county, Maine, by bis
inor*gage deed dated the twen»y fifth day of
November, a. d. 1903, and ret oidtd in the Hancock county, Maine, legistr.v of deeds, book
40:*, ppge 49, conveyed to me, the undeisigned,
Ansel L. Manchester, of said Mount Desert, a
certain lot or parcel of real estate, situated in
Northeast Harbor, town of Mount Desert,
Hancock coun*y. Maine, and bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Commencing at a stone post on the north
side of a private way of said Manchester;
thence north 83° « a&t eighty eight (88) feet to
a stone post; thence no.th 7° west one bandied and sixty five (166) feet to a stone poet;
thence south 83° west eighty-eight (88) feet to
a stone post; thence south 7° east one hundred and sixty five (166) feet to
point commenced at, and containing one-third of an
acre, with the same restrictions contained in
a certain deed front said Manchester to said
Smith bearin'? even date with said mortgage,
deed; and wbereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now. therefore,
hy reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and give tbis notice lor that purpose.
Mount Desert, Me., September 25, 1908.
Ansel L. M an c he* run.

WHEREAS

subscriber
f|^HE
he has been
X

hereby gives notice than
duly appointed adminisof the estate of
W.
CHARLES
COOK, iate of SULLIVAN*,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased
:e desirm to presen' the same foie
settlement, and ail indebteo thereto are repi ike
quested
payment immediately.
1908.
Hancock,
Feed R. Cook.
trator

Me.^Oct.t.
subscriber hereby
r|1HE
be have been duly
JL

gives notice that
appointed executor
of the ia«t will and testament of
CATHERINE A. CONEY, late of EDEN,
in the coun-y of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, ami all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
John J. Const*.
Bar Harbor, Oct. 7, 1908.

subscriber

hereby gives notice liras
he has been duly appointed adminis
THE
trator of the estate of
ALVAH D. RICH, late of TREMONT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, amt
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all lndeb&eel
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Eben B. Olajue.
Tremont, Oct. 12* WML

Subscribe

for

The

American
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^_

iMWnil ctmntr New.

ffer

Rapid Fall
Buying.
MERCHANDISE.

Fa

GALLERT.

.1.

I ndoobtedly he
recognition Hi.

v ant new things; be has them.
that wins
has the best assortment of goods of s quality
as low as
prices are as low as the 1, w at, snd

has

the goods.

The pecpl.

"

de^sll
S>*

y?“ huy,of
e^jLT.Uon !l,mrmaeu J r'
tc—date? and’b is reside tu’buv* rs'm New York and Boston
If

then® curtn

w

ship. It

a

was

and

ringing laughter.
OB1TTABT.

Ellen, wife of John P. Honey, passed
quietly away Sunday morning, after a long
illness. More than five years ago the deceased showed signs of mental and physical weakening, and for the past three
yean she had been unable to attend to her
honeebold duties.
Mia. Haney was born in Kll-worth in
1841, the daughter of Jonah and Sarah
Heath. She waa married to Mr. Haney in
1868, and in 1880 they moved to the farm
where they have since resided. She leaves
besides her husband, two children—Mrs.
Clara Condon, of Boston and Dr. Orsmel
Haney, of Boothbay.
She had been a most faithful helpmeet
to her husband, and together they have
happily planned and worked, and by industry and. economy Jjave constantly
added to the comforts and attractions of
their home life and the beauty and value
of their farm—he .devoting his rammers
to farming and winters to teaching in the
various towns in the western part of the
county. He is widely knowu in the county as an instructor of decided talent,
and an excellent disciplinarian, and had

Dress Skirts
Wool Taffeta Dress Skirts, new gored snd plaited models,
The finest English Taffeta at 910.

at

We have also dress skirts at

Brown< „ ,5.
96.50 and 97.50

92 ciO snd 93.50.

Waists and Petticoats.
tfe

are

better

equipped than

ever

toshow

a

largeand varied

line

of Waiata

siK*ss.£f sr«t-“"«»sswJKRfaMWB;
*o.
*3 oO
Lat

e

and

waists at

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Sweaters.

taught eigbty-flve terms, retiring at the
age of sixty-flve.
Mrs. Haney was a woman of rare worth,
and widely esteemed for her many virtues. She was an ideal homemaker, and
n ver left anything undone for the comfort and happiness of her family that her

and *5.
Ladies' Sweaters it *1. *15©. #2. *2.50, *3. *4
at *2-50 and |3, being ail wool, fall coat
We^igblv recommend the Sweater

lengthJattractive

and

valne.

good

Dress Goods.
is any

If there

in

department

partroeni.
59-cent and 75-ceni dress
worth 75 cents tni fl.

goods

w

hich

we

dice 1,

it is

in ail colors end

oor

various

dres#

goods

material*;

de-

S asonable

Dry Goods.

100 pieces of tbe very best grade of outing flannels,
cents.
flannel kept by any other dealer, at 10

We Oder
any other onting
25-cent
j-cern figured
ugurvu

better than

Eiderdown, made expressly
Ratfa Robes and Kimonos, at *I5c.
1 1-4 silver gray, tan and wbite
Special prices on blankets, table linens,
blankets, worth 75 cents, at 5»c.
and »loa W bite double led
Wbite and gray d uble bed Dlanketsst *1
at »3.oO and *o.
blankets at *2 and #2.60. White wool blankets
c.

Wash Goods.
low.
This requires special attention, as tbe prices are extremely
Domestic flannel at 5
Arnold Scotch clotb. tbe 20-cent kind, at 15 cento.
cents, lO cents, 12 1-2 and 15 cents.
1-2 eta.
w ide Percales at 12
Children's school plaids at 15 cte. Yard
Heavy shirting flannel at 10 and 12 l-2c.
Cotton Batting at lOc.
The very best Prints made at 8c.

Women’s and Children’s Hosiery.
—

ready

wear.

The only full assortment of Yarns in the city.
Fleieher’s
Our Lawrence Shetland at IO cents a skein or 91 per pound.
Ellsworth Woolen
Scotch, Spanish and Saxony. Columbia, Germantown,
Mill yarns.

of the season of Gloves. Corsets, Belts, Neckwear and other
large assortment at moderate prices.

opening

Our

Novelties

m

occupving
come

to

a

ub.

Look at all the other Carpet
whole floor.
You will And a larger stock than all the

other stocks combined.
Special offer in large Carpet Rugs in Brussels, Tapestry, 9-12, at $20, worth
Velvet and Axminster rugs at 925 and 930, being from $5 to CIO under
125
and Linoleums from 25 cents a
D-ice from any other store. Floor Oilcloths
reduced from 50c. Straw matting
square yard up. Fibre matting at 40 cents,
to 910.
cents
from 25 to 40 cents. Small rugs from 50

Lace and Muslin Curtains.
Curtain Muslins by the yard, and Portieres, window shades and other
and prices which are lower than you
house furnishing goods in assortment
expected to find.

OUR SHOE STORE.

we get enthusiastic.
We have a shoe
When we mention this department,
word. From now on it will be
store that is a shoe store in every sense of the
as regards buying and selling. We would
under my personal supervision, both
once wrong, and have therefore eliminated
sooner have shoes twice right than
a shadow of doubt about, as to
from our shelves every shoe that there can be
We have selected only the best workshops to
leather, workmanship or shape.
look
as well ss s three-dollar shoe, but
shoes
may
One-dollar
make our shoes.
the customer needs to have the inside information as to leather and coveredfacts. We have left nothing undone, Inaide and
uo workmanship to get at the
that can be gotten lor the money
nut in making up our shoes to give the most
The assortment of SHOES FOR MEN,
customer wants to

the’

WOMENS BOYS,

spend.

MISSfcS and CHILDREN, now instock, is without
in any one store.
question the Mrgest to be found
Our special makes in MeD’s shoes are the Walkover and Stetson, the
last a 95 shoe, the first at 93 50 and 94.
The Endlcott or Johnson, made by the largest manufacturers in the
world who tan their own leather, sell direct to the retailer without any intermediate profits. Their shoes range from 92 to 95.
in high cut at 92.50,98, 93.50,
Special for heavy workingman’s shoes
In the ordinary cut from 91.50 to94.
a view of durability, from 91.50 to 93.50.
Special shoes for boys, with

up to 95.

Our Ladies’ Shoes.
For a
Burts or
Our

there is nothing better
high
Patrician at 13.50.
in a lady’s boot or oxford, at

grade,

specialty

than

our

9%50 and

hands do.
illness

faults,

Ever

or

need,

ever

with

for

well-known Cross,
93.

Misses’ school shses from 91 to 92.50.
Children’s shoes from 50 cm. to 91.
Misses’ and Children’s sizes.
Agent for the Educator Shoes in BoyB’,
We are sole agents for the celebrated Gold Seal rnbbers and rubber boots.
You can save one-half of expense by using these rubbers for yourself and
We also carry everything in Hood’s Rubbers, and are particnlarly
familv
well prepared on heavy rubber goods, suiUble for rough wear.
We are well prepared to meet every demand coming to us this fall from
be well served, spend your money with ns.
our customers. Tl you want to
We ddty competition both as regards prices and quality. |

M. GALLERT,

ELLSWOBTH,.MAINE.

MWS. t. L. JtWtlL
~ ~

*■ *■

nre the truthful utterances of
following testimonials represent actual experience of every-day life. They
who bare been ill and have found a reliable remedy in Peruna.
of giving such relief. ConstiIt meana a great deal to the women of America to have at hand a remedy eapable
bronchitis and a host of other catarrhal conditions are relieved by Peruna. At
pation, rheumatism, kidney trouble,
to render truthful
least this is what the women say. They have no object in saying such things, except
testimony
•
to their suffering sisters.
made
Peruna
haa
so
that
of
the
friends
It
is
the
justly famous
people
testimony
Peruna is making such
every day.

1

IThe
women

(

-------

Chronic Bronchitis.
Mrs. Clara L. Miller. Bo* 71,Columbia
Sta., Beattie, Wash., formerly vice president of Skoogay Country Club, write*:
“Sine bottles of Peruna cured roe of a
protracted case of bronchitis. There i*
no superior remedy that I know of, a*
the action of Peruna on the vasa motor
It
system of nerves is very beneficial.
increases the tone of the system and aids
nature to perform her functions.
“I have recommended it to a number
of my friends, who speak in the same
high terms of it. I have certainly found
it a most efficacious medicine.”
Nervous. Tired and Weak.
Mrs. Christina tSinukalta, 480 Winslow
Ave., Buffalo, N. T, writes: “I trust
every one suffering from systemic catarrh will read this and profit by it.
••I was in a very bad condition indeed,
when I began to take Peruna, and my
friends as well as myself were very
I
much alarmed over my condition.
was always nervous, could not sleep at
night, my food did me no good, and I
I tried
was always tired and weak.
several doctors, but found no relief.
“Finally I took two bottles of Peruna
and felt like a different woman. However, 1 did not stop there, but kept on
with it until I had taken several bottles,
when 1 felt completely cured, and have
remained so ever since, I can eat and
sleep now."

'---

1

w

CMUtlpatlon, Kidney Trouble.
A Good Word for Penmi.
Mrs. 8. L. Jewell, K. F. D. 1, Freeport,
Mr>. Mahals Reid, Corbyville,
Out,
Pa., writes:
Canada, writes:
for
used
many
Perunamyself
“Having
“Your celebrated remedies have bees
years with beneficial effects, and ob- a wonderful boon to me In my old age.
of
other*
done
it
has
the
serving
good
] I hare not been in so good health lor
my acquaintance, 1 cannot but aay a j several year* as now.
of
Peruna!”
word
in
behalf
good
“I was troubled with constipation,
Keeps Pe-ru-na Ni the House.
rheumatism and kidney trouble. A
Oklahoma,
Mrs. Maria li«*erts, Orient*,
little over two years ago I completely
writes: “My husband,children and my- lost my health, becoming
almosthelpalwc
and
self have used your medicines,
lese, when a dear friend sent me your
of
in
case
ways keep them in the house
remedies, Peruna and Msnalin.
necessity. I was restored to health by
“I began to take them, following th«
in*
this medicine, and T>r. Hartman’s
; directions on the bottles. I very soon
valuable advice and looks.
People began to feel benefited by tbetr use,and
ask about me from different places, and continued to take them.
are surprised that 1 can do all of my
“I am now completely recovered from
housework alone, and that I was cored the above aliments, In fact, better than
I by the doctor of chronic catarrh. My I have been for year* past.
! husband was cored of asthma, my j
“I cannot praise the remedies too
daughter of earache and catarrh of the highly and will always recommend
stomach, and my son of catarrh of the them toothers.”
throat. When I was sick 1 weighed 100
Pe-ni-iu In Tablet Form.
: pounds; now 1 weigh 140.
For two years Dr. Hartman and his
j “I>r. Hartman’s remedies have proven
i to \m reliable and wonderful. Their assistants have Incessantly lsbored to
is remarkable. create Pernna in tablet form, and their
j effect upon the system
! Peruna quiet# the nerves, and Is a great strenuous labors have Just been crowned
who object to
specific for all forms of chronic catarrh. with auecees. People
“I am very glad to aay that I can liquid medicines can now secure Petablets, which represent the
write you that I am cured iu every way runa
of catarrh, with which I had suffered medicinal ingredients of Peruna. Each
tablet is equivalent to ontt average dose
j terribly for ten years. I cannot thank of
Pernna.
j you enough for your advice."

|
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Basil Stinson left Saturday to attend
Yarmouth academy.
!

Conary

Elmer
are

and

family, of Manset,

visiting relatives here.

Mrs. A. H. Barbour has been at Atlantic
gathering her apples and cranberries.

Capt.

A.

H.

rose

Barbour picked a fullout of his garden Oct. 15.

Oapt. Rodney Sadler, of Bar Harbor,
spent

a

few days with his parents at Min-

turn.

Schooner Senator brought lumber from
Ellsworth for W. P. Herrick to build an
addition to his hotel.
The lobster

Our Carpet Department.
\ store by itself,
stocks in town, then

kindly word

bloomed

Yarns.

her

MRS. CURA L. MUCH

the good that blos! somed in others along her pathway, faithful to her friends to the last, she exhibited
the spirit of true Christianity and moral
refinement from her girlhood.
With her
husband, when in health she was a constaut attendant at the Methodist church,
and ever ready to support it with their
influence and finances.
During her entire illness she was
most tenderly and
devotedly cared for by her husband,
: who in his declining years will most
keenly feel his loss. The family has the
sincere sympathy of friends and neigb- [
f bora.
The funeral will take at tbeir residence
on Tuesday at 2 o’clock, p m.
! ingCo.’» wh»rf. and ia in tbeharnor *aitOct. 28.
H.
ing a chance to tail,
i Oct. 26.
Spec.
SWAN’S ISLAND.

!

Women’s Knit Underwear.
Women’s silk and lisle Underwear at SOcts.. 75cto.,*l. Women’s meand *1.
Misses Jersey Vests,
dium and heavy weight Union Saits at 50cto.
at 25c.
high neck and long sleeves, medium and heavy weights,
Harvard and Forest Mill* Undern We are sole agent* for the celebrated

or

assist others in

10

charitable towards their
a

15 cents per pair for
Our special offer, at 25 cents per pair for ladies, and
will be pleased.
Misses and Children. Try these cnee and yon

Boys,

I

mind could devise

were

Broadcloth, worth |2 at *1.50
51-inch Broadcloth, worth*1.50, at *1. 51-inch
the fl.25 grade.
Panamas and wool Taffetas in all colors at ftt;

and enthusiastic

—

His Line of Ladies’ Suits is especially strong:
fine Cheviots, season s newest
Fashion’s newest soils of Broadcloth snd
models, worth from |30 to $35, at $25.
at $20.
Fine Cheviot and Cloth Suita, worth $20 to $25,
Suit in Green, Brown, Naej,
The greatest bargain of all, a Cheviot
Catawba and Black, worth $20, at $15.
and $1&
Ladies’ Coats, the new model, at $10, $12.50

N,VJ>

lively

crowd, and not a moment of time was
wasted. Games wen played with a Joyous
test that only such young people realise.
Daring the evening cake, candy and peanuts were disposed of, amid merry Joke

and EveryLadies’ Suits, (inisice Skirts, Coats, Waists
Ladies.
for
thin * i ready-to-wear

®og»»^

About Pe-ru-na

A merry party of fourteen schoolmates
assembled at the home of Chandler and
! Crystal Hutchins Friday evening to celebrate their fourteenth birthday, each with
kindly greetings and a token of friend-

a
in this city for thirty seven years,
be brought for. I te has sold goods
___» .l. H^manda
baa retained the confidence cf the people.
e
than
This season he bss n.a. e better preparation
Qallert is
M ustien
for new things. M.
of his customera. The pecq le seem hungry
showing new things in ever) department.

semi-.he.th snd plsited

FROM wr*-

TJETTE

cutting

can

Psnamss,

~-

Joshua Gross and Will Gray have been
Christmas trees in the paainre of
!
J. M. Hutchins the past week. They will
cut a car load or more here.

siar-io1: skv.ii sksu? zffSUJ*! **~

plsin

ff,

Haskell, district superinRev. H.
tendent. will hold a quarterly conference
at the Bay Wednesday.
Miss Lillian Emerton, of Btoehill, and
Misa Hattie Orindle, of Portland, are visiting their mother, Mrs. Valarla Gray.

are

in

<**T

B.

:

weather of the past
hasn’t been moving fast en. ugh on account of the warm
the lever that wiU do it.
f,w weeks. But move umst, snd LOW PRICES is

—

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Now For

tMnttenuntf.

news.

smacks are again out of
commission here, as the dealers have all
the lobsters on hand they can handle
Miss Carrie Greenlaw spent a few days
brother here last week before

with her

BAR HARBOR.

Hugh Short, of Elgin, 111.,

who has

in Bar Harbor two or three weeks as
the guests of his nephew, D. E. Richardson, left Monday for a short visit at Amherst, after which he will return to Elgin.
Mr. Short is a native of Aurora, and left
the East forty-two years ago for Illinois,
and has remained in the West ever since
until this fall, when he desired to revisit
his old home. This is Mr. Short's first
visit to Bar Harbor since 1S49, and he expressed great surprise at the strides the famous resort has made
since that time,
when fhe place was a small fishing hamlet
of a very few house*.
He is past eighty
years. He is accompanied ^ his granddaughter, Mrs. Hattie Hanson, and his
great-granddaughter, Margaret Hanson.
The remains of Mrs. Susan R. Searls,
whose death occurred Friday morning at
the
home of her son, Thomas Searls,
been

going to Rockland, wnere she has employment.
were taken to her home in
Chelsea, SaturSchooner Stephen G. Loud, of WaldoMrs. Searls was sixty-seven years of
boro, loaded stone at M. Baird Contract- day.
ags, and had been
two or three weeks.

2Ufrrrti0cnuntfi.

Women

as

Weil

as

Are Made Miserable

Men

by

the guest of her

EAST SURRY.

Red Tag Sale
l
Hundreds of

t

Oil Cloth and Linoleum
closed out at cost.

DAYS
TWO
pNIvY,
,
-OCT. 30-31.-

LAST CASH

SAVING^SALE

SUCCESSOR

by druggists,

in

fifty-

dollar a
sizes. You may have a |
bottle
sample
by mail
free, also pamphlet tell- Home or inmian.
fng all about it. including many of the
thousands of testimonial letters received
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co.. Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and
mention this paper.
cent

and\ one

Doa*t mate any mistake bat remember the
same. Swamp-Sort, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Soot
•■d the address, Kacbamfoe, Jf. T, oa every
fcotm.

c.
__

VERONA.
Miss Emma J. Heath died at her home
here Friday morning, Oct. 23, at the age of
eighteen years. Besides her mother she
leaves a sitter. Mist Josie. Mist Heath
had been a teacher in the Bradley schools
the past three terms. She was taken ill
last week, and returned to her home.
Miss Heath was a favorite among the
young people.

her home in Belfast after two weeks here
with relatives
Miss Isabelle Oolliver, of Southwest
Harbor, spent Sunday here, the guest of
Miss Mina Varnum.
There was a social dance at Orange ball
Saturday evening. Soper's orchestra furnished music. All report an enjoyable

evening.

The ladies aid society of the Methodist
church will hold s hallowe'en sale and fair
at Orange hall Thursday evening, Oct 29.
All kinds of fancy articles, aprons, cooked
food and lee-cream will be upon sale. The
public it Bordially invited to attend. A
pleasant time is assured.
The Misses Yonng, of Otis, who have
Saphead—Doctor, if I was to lose my been visiting their sister, Mrs. Oilbert
have returned home.
Leach,
mind, would I be aware of it myself? DocLyman, vonng son of 8. Q. Varnum and
tor—You would not notice the diflerelice.
wife, fell from a bed one day last week,
nor would you friends.
and injured his shoulder badly. Hit many
friend* hope tor a speedy recovery.
The community was dseply grieved last
THE FIRE LOSS
weak
in the United States is over ■300,000,00*
to hear of the death of Mrs. Louise
Ward well, which occurred ut her home
5*w ,or
Tuesday, Oct. 20. She leaves two daughThe receipts of the Poatofflce Depart- ters—Mrs. 8. Q. Varnum, of Penobscot,
Miss Maud Ward well, of Ellsworth, ana
GoldiiTeir- three
sous—Edward, Frank and Fred, all
Mrs. Prank
It will coat you but (100.00 to get cured of Penobacot, n sister
of the disease of Inebriety at the Keeler Bridges, of Penobscot, and three brothers
—Everett, Charles and Harris Leach. The
Institute in Portland, Maine.
faucial was bald from her home Wed-

^qoor

ment,^,.r.|^,W3,7M.

3»S2

TO C. R. FOSTER.

M.UX ST.

^

,

Mr*. Edward Slone, of Rockland, is visiting her bnsband’s people here.

nUce,
Oct. 26.

OF SEASON.

ROY C. HAINES,

son

Trouble.

neys. If the child urinates too often, if the
urine scalds the flesh or if. when the child
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of
tb difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
these Important organs.
This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
and
bladder
and not to a habit as
kidneys
most people suppose.
Wcmen as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect of
Swamp-Root is soon realised. It is soM

in

Furniture, Bedding, Carpeting, Curtains
made possible by our great Cash Sales.

Mrs. E. E. Swett spent a few days at
COUNTY NEWS.
Bangor last week with her husband.
c~
■a f„„, t'o*intv New* ... *w*ie» pwpss
Nearly all the resident* here dined on
PENOBSCOT.
Kidney trouble prey* upon the mind, div- moose meat last week, from the one killed
by James Wood and others.
Min Lelia Leach baa returned home
courages *nd lessens ambition; beauty, vigor
ana cneeriulness soon
Will York’s wife and two children, of after being employed in Bargentville the
past eeaeon.
kiddisappear when
Brooksville, called at M. D. Cbatto's on
Bert Wilson, ol Portland, and Fred
are
out
of
order
neys
*
their way to visit Mr. York at Bayside.
or diseased.
Bridges, of Bncksport,* were in town the
Mrs. R. A. Sinclair and Miss Emms past week calling on relatives.
Kidney trouble has
Miss Delma Clement and little nephew,
become so prevalent Tfbworgy visited in Bncksport a few
days Lawrence Bridget have
to Springfield,
it is net uncommon last week, guests of
Alden Mann Mata., for a short visit.gone
Jf that
Chpt.
for a child to be born and
wife, who recently moved from this
Miss
Blanche Bridges has returned to
? afflicted with weak kid-

Kidney

bargains

—

Rev.
nesday afternoon,
church

H-

9-jje

ofBeUttng.
Methodist
»<••
family has the sympathy of
««>“
M. F. Brians-ha.* returned,

the

buntinr
cross, where he has been
with him
past week. He Drought
deer.
Snow man and w if* bsv*

Elmer
their home in Litchfield,
spending their vacation here.
Percy Perkin, and D. C.
strip to North Haven by
to

v

^

finf

*

>(„r

LWWWyjS
uwiattn^

bring npthe household furnia®Lnda
*
Rev. Mr. Young, who bs» l»<e
•< gpoth
call from the Baptist churcn

*<**»?*'woonggfc.
sihutiuatbinii*

Nothing

Dyspepsia

<^d Stomach
For

Troubles

SXSrt SWSy*|«8l

are our family medicine. _tyolte«t
ha* uaed • number of *®erenP* ^
medicines, but haii foundn°‘“**
for Wr
equal to the true L. F;>
end atomacb troubles.
bini0*

Atwo^s

free from any

Bi«m

hymfulinK't^ jj<A
5t0'J“fnhn5

beneficially on
regui*
jnvif
removing congested condlt‘°
ing digStive ferment* cleansing, J
orating and recuperatingstoo
^
sixty year* they have
ot

most

and happiness in
I Sc. at dealers.

thousands
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